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AT&T Digital PCS customers don't have to
shop around to get a better deal.

AT&T has always had the largest digital wireless network
in North America. Then we gave you nine Western
states with no roaming charges. And in 1998, you'll be
getting more benefits. Automatically.
Here's the news from AT&T Digital PCS-more included minutes
on every calling plan, free local calling on nine holidays, one flat
rate all day long and wi reless long distance for just 15¢ a minute.
The best part is, this isn't an offer. It's not a promotion. It's simply
w ireless service that works harder for you . Automatically. Of
course , if you don 't have AT&T D igital PCS yet, you can still get all

I 800-IMAGINE®

It's all with i n your reach .

of these ben e fits. Just visit any AT&T Stoo·e.

AT&T

© 1998 AT&T. Available on digital PCS calling plans; may require 12-mom.h service commitment with fee for early termination. Nine Western states home service area includes AK , HI, WA, OR,
CA. NV. ID. UT, and CO. In Las Vegas. airtime is billed in half-minute increments and rounded up to the next half-minute. In Reno. airtime is billed in one-minute inc rem ems and rounded up
co the next full minute. IS¢ long distance rate requires selection of AT&T Long Distance service . Other terms. conditions. and exclusions apply.

LAKE LAS VEGAS RESORT
Custom l:lomeaites
from the mid $200,000s
NOW OVER 75% SOLD

iruhed Cwtom Hom
from $825,000-$ 1,7 50,000
Distinctive Courtyard Villas
from the mid $500,000s
NOW OVER 55% SOLD

The incredible residential resort
community at SouthShore has created
a class all its own, with a lifestyle both
unmatched and unlimited. Swimming.
Fishing. Hiking. Sailing. Golf on Jack
Nicklaus' signature private course-the
SouthShore Golf Club. All centered
around an engineering and environmental masterpiece, our 320-acre lake.

But as it is with any classic, the
number of offerings available to you is
extremely limited. As more and more
residents discover their destiny in the
limited edition lifestyle Lake Las Vegas
Resort has to offer, your chance to
own a piece of this masterwork is
slipping away.

Call today for your personal tour,
and Discover Your Destiny.
(70 2 ) 564-1600, ext. 394
1-800-564-1603, ext. 3 94
www.lakelasvegas.com
Broker Participation Welcome
Take US 95 Somh co Henderson, exit
Lake Mead Drive , left (East) 6.5
miles co Lake Lo.s Vegas Parkway.

LAKE LAS VEGAS RESORT
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~
SOUTHSHORE

Henderson, Nevada

1

AV980009) Obtain the Propeny Report o r irs equivalent, required by Federal Law o r State Law and read it before signing anything .
No Federal or State Agency has judged the merits o r va lue, if any, of this property. Offered by Lake at Las Vegas joint Venture .
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Make the Connection

am always amazed at the mentality of
"that's the way we' ve always done it" .
Those of us who have been in business
for a few years will remember when we
made the transition from typewriters to
computers as our standard office equipment. While, for the most part the transition was embraced, there were a few who
refused to accept the new way of conducting business. Consequently, they had to
make the decision of either getting with
the program (no pun intended) or seeking
employment elsewhere.

I

Those "laggards," as marketing professors would call them, eventually had to
learn to use computers . . . or retire. Those
who fought the technology transition have
subsequently come to realize the many advantages offered by computers. Once they
embraced the inevitable, they couldn ' t
imagine going back to the way things were.
The "innovators," (those of us who buy
the latest technology as soon as it hits the
shelves) have moved on. We're past the
newness of the Web and use it daily as a
tool for communication and information.
But the laggards are again grappling
with a new concept. They realize they will
eventually have to get connected to the
Web, but intend on fighting it every step of
the way. They have not yet realized the
many advantages of the Web and wish it
would just disappear. It won ' t.
The "laggard" and "innovator" concept,
taught in marketing 101 , applies to compa-

If you're having a
M~[TING 0~ T~~ MINDS
We have the perfect location

nies as well as individuals. Those businesses that have already embraced the Web
are light years ahead of the companies that
refuse to get connected.
Although innovation is not a virtue of
laggards, they are not stupid. When you
think of the millions of dollars early
adopters have spent on the "latest and
greatest" only to have it outdated before it
gets plugged it, you ' ll realize that laggards
do have redeeming qualities. They tend to
be much more conservative and wait until
a product is proven before they try it out.
But, sometimes they wait too long.
Companies that are not Web-savvy run
the risk of getting left behind. As more and
more consumers rely on the Web as a primary source for purchasing information,
those not on the Web simply can't compete. It's like saying "I know where the
customer is ... but I'm not going there."
Take my advice. Go.

DR. BRUCE SH APIRO , M .D .
FACOG • Diplomate American Board of Obstetrics & Gynecology
Sub-Specially Certified in Reproductive Endocrinology &Infertility

WHERE

The Fertility Center ofLas Vegas, under the
medical direction of Dr. Bruce Shapiro, offers
a comprehensive, progressive program to diagnose and treat both female and male infertility. There have been over 600 children born
through the many efforts ofThe Fertility Center.
Dr. Shapiro is the first and only physician in
Las Vegas to be sub-specialty certified in Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility.
So, if you are trying to have a baby, remember It's Conceivable at The Fertility Center of Las Vegas.
·
Most insurance plans accepted.
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Question:
Wouldn't it be nice to jump on the
Internet and look at your PPO directory,
send a message to customer service, order
another health plan ID card and schedule
a meeting with the claims manager?

We thought so ...
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Health Care Solutions for Today's Health Care Needs
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Healthcare can raise some difficult questions ...
Th ere's One Sim ple Answer.

't. rHealthSystenr

TheValley

Whether it's a routine check-up , a case of the Ou,
or a situation requiring a hospital visit, you can
depend on The Valley Health System to provide
superior care. That's because The Valley Health
System is an integrated system , committed to
providing our community with convenient access
to quality healthcare, while at the same time

controlling costs through increased efficiencies.

Our philosophy has made us the provider of choice
for more employers, delivering quality care to over
780,000 Las egans - we are the leader with nine
specialized centers of medical excellence, representing
3,500 of the finest physicians and medical
professionals. So, when you're looking for answers
to all your healthcare questions, all you need is
The Valley Health System.
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Charged with over6eeing the wellne66
o~ the country ,6 ~a6te6t-growing 6tate,
Nevada ,6 provider6 expand
BY j ENNIFER ROBISON

C

hange is sweeping healthcare from
coast to coast, ushering in administrative and care-giving advances.
Nowhere is this evolution more evident
than m Nevada, where healthcare
providers must also contend with the
country's fastest-growing residential population. Hospitals, sub-acute clinics and
home healthcare providers are striving to
meet Nevadans' wellness needs with expansions, cutting-edge equipment and refined customer service philosophies.

Nevada '6 Booming
Healthcare InduMry
n exponentially-growing populace
means healthcare providers must confront the same dilemma as other services

A
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and organizations - the task of meeting
constantly-increasing demand. Many of
the state's hospitals and sub-acute care
centers are in the midst of substantial additions and expansions.
St. Rose Dominican Hospital is situating one of the state's most significant new
facilities in Henderson, the Las Vegas suburb recently cited as the nation 's fastestgrowing city. "By 2006, Henderson will
have doubled its population [currently
about 100,000], and we've seen a need for
additional hospital beds for some time,"
explained Vicky Van Meetren, director of
ambulatory services and special projects
for St. Rose Dominican Hospital. According to Van Meetren, Henderson 's brisk
growth comprises the impetus behind St.

Rose's plans for a new 255,000-squarefoot hospital, which will feature about 150
beds and an emphasis on outpatient care.
The new hospital will sit on the southwest
comer of Lake Mead Drive and Eastern
Avenue, several miles west of St. Rose's
current Henderson hospital (which will
remain open).
"We're excited about the level of service coming to our new location," Van
Meetren said. "We 've planned a medical
office building adjoining the hospital and
connected to it by walkways on each floor.
Summerlin Hospital, which opened last
year with 148 patient beds, is the newest
full -service hospital facility to serve the
Las Vegas Valley.

If a patient visits a doctor's office and
must be admitted, both patient and physician are just down the hall from the hospital. Doctors can send patients right across
the way for lab and radiology tests, eliminating the need for physicians to purchase
such equipment for their offices. Also, we
plan to install a computer system furnishing physicians with their patients ' test results via computer as soon as they 're
available. Our goal entails taking all the
best ideas of tomorrow and becoming a
hospital of the future."
St. Rose Dominican isn ' t the only
healthcare provider sensing the necessity
for an increased presence in southeast Las
Vegas. According to Bruce Wiggins, westem region vice president for Universal
Health Services, "As the community expands, we're adding hospitals based on patterns of population increase. We foresee
that the southeast valley will need a new facility similar to Summerlin Hospital in the
northwest, and we' ll continue to acquire
hospitals around the rest of Las Vegas and
throughout Nevada." Universal Health Services ' most recent acquisition: Desert
Springs Hospital in Las Vegas, which officially became part of Universal's family of
health centers on the first of February.
Desert Springs joined Summerlin Hospital,
Valley Hospital and the Northern Nevada
Medical Center facilities.
As Universal Health Services unites
hospitals across the state under its name,
Northern Nevada's Washoe Health System has also recognized the value of partnership. Washoe Health System recently
signed a letter of intent with Barton
Memorial Hospital to assume equal ownership of Carson Valley Medical Center.
Both parties have invited Carson-Tahoe
Hospital to participate in the project, designed to increase the efficiency of healthcare services needed in the region.
Washoe Health System is also in the
midst of building Washoe Village at South
Meadows. Washoe Village Care Center
constitutes the first phase of Washoe Village at South Meadows; the care center will
comprise a 200-bed skilled nursing and assisted living facility. Construction on the

Washoe Health System 's main Reno campus (above) is being augmented by phase one of
Washoe Village at South Meadows, due for completion in Janua ry 1999. Below: Bob Bum,
president/CEO of Washoe Health System.
center is slated for completion next January. Washoe Village's 26-acre site makes
possible future development, expected to
include diagnostic and laboratory services,
urgent care and physician offices.
"The area south of Reno continues to
grow rapidly,· and Nevada is predicted to
experience the highest senior population
growth rate in the country through the
decade's end," explained Bob Bum, president and CEO of Washoe Health System.
"The demand for alternative, lower-cost
healthcare settings is increasing. Washoe
County nursing home occupancies average more than 90 percent and waiting lists
have become the norm, particularly for
private rooms ."
Rob Reeder, associate administrator for
professional services at Saint Mary's
Regional Medical Center in Reno, asserts
healthcare entities bear a responsibility to
establish sites near population clusters.
"Most healthcare providers emphasizing
quality service realize the need to put
satellites closer to residents," he stated.
"We've noticed considerable growth in
the Truckee Meadows, Mount Rose and
Carson City areas, and we' re actively pursuing strategies placing our services closer t.o healthcare users. In addition to our
flagship facility, we're building neighborhood health centers in the next few years
in south Reno, Galena, Sparks, the Sun

Valley area and northwest Reno. To match
growth in the outpatient area, we're developing partnerships with other providers.
We maintain a great relationship with
Carson-Tahoe Hospital, and it's critical
that we continue to seek other similar
pairings. That will enable us to enhance
the diagnostic, therapeutic and rehabilitative services we offer, while bolstering educational and research opportunities."
Like other hospitals across Nevada, Las
Vegas ' University Medical Center (UMC)
is working to answer the challenges of an
exploding population. According to Bill
Hale, CEO of UMC, "The next few months
May 1998 •
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Bed Stewart
President, The Matrix Group

"Finding
America's
most
important
resource
people."

WHAT is the value of a personnel service?
WELL, for one thing, your industry has
changed. Regardless of what industry you are
in - it has changed.

Saint Mmy 's sophisticated new info rmation systems allows patient services to be tracked
against patient outcomes to determine the most efficient, cost-effective means of treatment.
"Nevada 's healtbcare providers have
very progressive philosophies," stated
Washoe Health System's Burn. "A whole
revolution is happening within healthcare,
from miracle drugs and new surgical appliances to joint replacements and prosthetics. Such changes have implications
both inside and outside hospitals. The
constant stream of modern medical developments will continue to boost Nevadans'
longevity, and help them more quickly recover from treatments and procedures
when required."

New In~ormation Sy6tem~
Impn>ving the Prceebb
he movement toward optimizing treat-

T ment duration and consu·aining costs
has spurred massive change in healthcare
providers' telecommunications, data and
information systems. Some of the most
dramatic healthcare developments, rather
than taking place in the treatment realm,
have occurred within computer and communication systems.
"We're investing millions in improving
overall information access and use within
our network," stated Reeder, of Saint
Mary 's. ''We're linking patient services to
patient outcomes at every station, to correlate the services we utilize with how patients fare. We're accounting for everything: staffing, equipment and supplies, as
well as what treatments were specifically
provided for the patient and the ultimate

outcome of a particular approach. That hasn't been easy to track, but the computerization of equipment and improvements intechnology across all fronts lends us the
capacity to coordinate such efforts."
Understanding treatments and their
· connection to patient outcomes is more
essential than ever, according to Reeder.
"We need to pinpoint what works so we
don ' t expend titne and money on less effective treatments," he explained. "With
today's methods of healthcare compensation, such as capitation and prospective
payments, we need to lower expenses and
marshal our resources around therapies

I T IS constantly impacted by rapid technology advances, productivity demands and expense controVprofit pressures. In times of
high employment and dynamic business
growth, specialized talent is increasingly difficult to find. Remember when a personnel
need was met by simply advertising, and sorting through the qualified applicants, followed
by interviewing and hiring? Human Resource
departments today, in addition to meeting
their basic personnel functions , are simply
overwhelmed with the time devoted to following and documenting legal requirements
resulting from legislation and regulation .
S AID another way, the relatively simple activity of hiring just isn't simple anymore.

Bur

why would you turn to a personnel
agency for help?
• Qualified, skilled candidates are hard to find.
• The best use of management's time is not
sorting through resumes, screening and interviewing.
• Hiring mistakes can be avoided through
temp-to-hire evaluation periods and agency
service guarantees.
• When you have a hiring need or special project to complete, time is money. The right
candidate can save both through minimizing
ln~t.J?mdm:t.ivi ty

Improved computer technologies have
also allowed hospitals to conjoin diagnosis and treatment more efficiently, according to Reeder. "We' re developing the
capability to link vascular imaging technologies with the operating environment.
That will enable patients to obtain vascular disease diagnosis and intervention
within a smaller number of visits - in just
one stop, in some cases."
The advent of new informational systems means metropolitan hospitals like
Saint Mary's can better assist Nevada's
more far-flung facilities, as well. "With
telemedicine, a patient in Elko, for example, can undergo an ultrasound test that
can be transmitted in real time to Sai nt
Mary's, a doctor's office or some other
tet1iary faci lity," Reeder described . "We
can provide diagnoses for rural hospitals

I F the cost benefit isn't persuasive enough all
by itself, the quality of the results should be.
The objective of any hiring process is to find
the very best candidate. Period. That's our
business, and we do it very well.

Best of success!

~~
For your company's

staffing needs caU:
(702) 598-0070
Fax (702) 598-492
1-800-595-6975
www.matrixgrp.com
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believe that play is just as important as work. That

your kids really can grow up to be anything they choose, and
that business should not come between you and the health care
you deserve.

y 0 u r d 0 c t 0 r.

believes in the

power of medicine, that regular checkups save lives, and that
business should not come between you and the health care you
deserve.

and PacifiCare

believes it's time health

care got healthy again. So we give doctors the support they need

According to Michael Rodolico, executive director of HAWC Community Health
Center in Washoe County, improved informational systems will be key to handling
constantly growing numbers of patients.
"Many of us are short-staffed," he said.
"It's important to establish a package of informational systems accounting for scheduling and data collection. Technology is
changing at several different levels, including the upgrading of computers and patient
information systems, as well as quality assurance tracking within data systems .
Provider communications, data transfers
and Internet access for medical communication are also areas undergoi ng change."
Home healthcare providers are also taking advantage of newfangled telecommunications and informational resources.
"Compensation cutbacks have induced
many home healthcare providers to utilize
telephones to relay blood pressure and
other vital signs back to the office," stated
Sylvia Ringling, administrator and owner
of Interim Health Services in Clark County. "We're also making the nursing visit
more efficient with hand-held computers
nurses use to chart progress. This reduces
paperwork and al lows our nurses to concentrate more on healthcare and service.
Traditionall y, we've had to process astronomical amoun ts of paperwork. This alleviates that to some extent."

to do what they do best: practice quality medicine. For more
information, please call us at 1-800-826-4347(Southern Nevada)

at £very Phaoe

or 1-800-357-4347(Northern Nevada).
© 1997 PacifiCa~ Health Systems, Inc.

www.pacificare.com

Bettering Service

PacifiCare
he emphasis Ringling and Interim

T place on improved service is shared
and their patients quickly, and without requiring the patient to come here."
Ely's William B. Ririe Hospital is witnessing the advantages of such technology, according to Dailey. "While we do
provide patients with pediat1ics, internal
medicine and visiting services in ophthalmology, urology, orthopedics and cardiology, we don't offer specialized cardiac
services or surgeries beyond the general
realm," he stated. "We're taking advantage of the newest telecommunications
equipment. We're connected to the University of Nevada-Reno for diagnostic
16 tievada Business journal •
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consultation and training. We expect to
add connection to centers in areas like
Salt Lake City, so our nurses can attend
classes via interactive video."
At UMC, patients will find scheduling
necessary tests and procedures more convenient. "With 500,000 outpatients a year,
simplifying the scheduling process is critical," said Hale. "Rather than requiring
inpatients to set up future outpatient diagnostic or treatment procedures themselves,
we now schedule such therapies during the
inpatient stay. Instantaneously coordinating further treatments saves patients time."

by providers statewide, and new philosophies of customer service are emerging
throughout Nevada. "We' re evolving 1m
a service-oriented culture, and the last fi
years have seen an industry-wide understanding of the need to follow example-set by such great service-oriented organizations as Disney and Nordstrom 's.'' e plained Burn, of Washoe Health Sy re~
"We realize customers are our fore
priority, and they must be able to parti
pate in the healthcare decision-m
process. That has driven us to create
grams among employees to foster that ~
alization within the industry."

Who has the
Enhancing service is more difficult
when parties to the process possess conflicting interests, according to Reeder, of
Saint Mary's. "Payers, consumers and
providers tend to have competing wants
and needs," he stated. "Payers want to rein
in costs, whereas patients are seeking
high-tech, consumer-friendly healthcare.
Contrary demands require physicians and
hospitals give care more efficiently and
effectively. Consumers today expect
more. They're better informed about
available treatments and tests. They're expecting and demanding quality service."
Some providers find accommodating
more sensitive customers easier with the
initiation of specific programs designed to
educate employees regarding customer
service issues. Universal Health Services
has instituted such programs as Service
Excellence. "We spend significant time
training our employees not only to be
good technicians, but to be customerfriendly," noted Wiggins . "Our service approach is sirnjlar to the one many hotels
are pursuing. Every quarter, we survey our
patients about such areas as fi nancial
operations, the admissions and billing
processes, cleanliness and food service.
We've noticed steady increases in satisfaction within these areas, and we believe
that's tied to our programs."
Other hospitals have found their organizational structure has lent itself to furnish ing healthcare with an emphasis on
quality service. ''We're the only religiously-affiliated hospital in Southern Nevada,
and that has encouraged us to incorporate
spiritual aspects into our services," said
St. Rose Dominican 's Van Meetren.
"Also, we have the highest nurse-to-patient ratio in the state, and our profits go
toward charities and enhancing the patient
experience, rather than shareholders expecting a profit. In addition , we've established a niche for approaching our patients
in a more holistic way. T heir spiritual
needs are j ust as important as their physical needs. We account for the whole person and his or her overall well-being."
For home healthcare providers, taki ng
customer service to new levels requires
more sensitivity toward patients' understanding of healthcare. "Consumers today
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WEST
1341 S. RAINBOW BLVD., STE . 101
LAs VEGAS, NV 89102
(702) 255-4200

EAST
731 N. NELLIS BLVD .
BUILDING G, SUITE 2
LAs VEGAS, NV 89110
(702) 438-4003

NORTH
4920 LONE MOUNTAIN RD .
LAs VEGAS, NV 89130
(702) 65 5-05 50

RAMPART
8522 DEL WEBB BLVD.
LAs VEGAS , NV 89128
IN THE RAMPART PLAZA
(702) 254-9192

SPRING MOUNTAIN
4215 W. SPRING MOUNTAIN RD .
LAs VEGAS, NV 89102
IN TH E CHINATOWN PLAZA
(702) 362-7877

GALLERIA
1397 GALLERIA DRIVE
HENDERSON, NV 89014
(702) 436-5800

GOLDEN TRIANGLE
1302 WEST CRAIG ROA D
NORTH LAs VEGAS, NV 89031
(702) 657-9555
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To accommodate the staggering growth of the Henderson/Green Valley area, St. Rose
Dominican Hospital will open irs new campus (be low) - located several miles west of irs
headquarrersfaciliry- some time next yeaJ:

are calling the shots- they're more aware
~f what's happening. and they ' re bcllcr
educated about healthcare offerings," stated Jone . of :\"etwork Alliance of Nevada.
··we haYe to be well-versed and wellrounded_ provide tate-of-the-art technology and take a very basic look at patients
and rheir famili e . There's substantial expense in\·olved for organizations like ours
m keep up. and some smaller home
healrhcare providers are experiencing
problem doing so."
··Patients in general are more involved
than ever."' added Interim 's Ringling.
·-Healthcare information is more accessible to them than ever before, and there's a
great deal more public awareness . People
don't just accept what their doctor says;
they play more active roles themselves.
That means constantly educating conumers, and bringjng their families into
the process more, as well."
18 Nevada Business journal •
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Accommodating a CoMCon,:e,ciou~ £nvironment
erving consumers as their health care
needs expand will become increasingly difficult in an era when cost-consciousness is paramount. According to many
healthcare experts and analysts, the success of evada's healthcare system will
rely on quelling costs while adopting the
latest advances in care provision.
"The survivability of healthcare as we
know it will require us to think of innovative, less costly ways to provide services,
because that's what the public wants,"
said Burn , of Washoe Health System.
"Presently. there aren't enough insurance
premium dollars to accommodate consumer expectations of the newest services,
so we need to determine how to meet patients ' needs in more cost-effective ways.
This is a difficult time for healthcare
providers. because the industry is in tran-

S

sition. The demand for healthcare will
continue to rise, and we need to figure out
how to live with finite resources."
"A tremendous amount of new technology is continually emerging," noted
Denrus Ryan, business development manager for ovaCare. "'There's always a cost
to implementing that technology. It's a real
ililemma. Our goal always revolves around
returning patients to their expected
lifestyles. The question becomes, at what
cost do we do that? How do we put a price
on helping people? It"s counterproductive
to decide not to use enhanced technologies. MRl technology was, at one point, extremely expensive, but it's become a tool
we can ' t do without. We have to determine
the most effective technologies, understand the expenses involved and go forward with cost containment at the forefront of our thinkjng. We must closely
morutor patient outcomes to determine
whether we're makjng the right decisions."
Managed care has been key to the cost
containment focus so many healthcare
providers now maintain. "Many managed
care organizations are seeking ways to
boost their profit margins, and we have to
carefully look at how that affects delivery
of care," noted Universal Health Services '
Wiggins . " Issues such as discharging
women 48 hours after normal birth rather
than 24 hours will continue to emerge.
We've seen some legislation address such
concerns, but one of our primary objectives in surveying our patients is to obtain
information to help us understand these issues and how we should approach them.."We haven ' t been impacted by the advent of HMOs like many urban hospitals..
but our time may be coming," stated
Dailey, of William B. Ririe HospitaL
"Sustaining one-on-one relationships wi ·
our patients in the face of that may be one
of our biggest future challenges. We ma_
find a national patients' bill of rights useful in addressing those concerns, and the
American Medical Association is curren·ly establishing guidelines on how to
duct HMO, physician and patient relati
ships with an emphasis on care rather
the bottom line."
Home healthcare providers aren t
mune to the concerns accompanying !lr
increasing popularity of HMOs. 'We· faced more and more with patients lac ·
the funds to continue the level of heal

WashoeMed
Scored 98
Out Of 100 From
The Joint Commission
On Accreditation Of
Healthcare Organizations.

It's Like Getting An A
In Music From Beethoven.
Washoe Medical Center received 98 points out
of a possible 100 on its recent survey from the joint
Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations. The high score means that Washoe
Med has received Accreditation with Commendation,
the highest level of accreditation awarded by the
] oint Commission.
The high score should come as particularly

good news to the thousands of northern Nevadans
who visit Washoe Med each year, as well as
physicians, employers, health plans and others in
our region.
It's a real honor for our employees and
physicians. They're the ones who earned this
outstanding grade. After all, who doesn't like to
bring home a great report card?

~~

Washoe Health System
It starts from the heart.~
Washoe Medical Center is part of Washoe Health System
Accreditation by the joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations of Washoe Medical Center
does not, and is not intended to , represent accreditation of Washoe Home Care and Washoe Home Connection.

Nevada's Growth Benefits
its Fine Art Community
COUNTERING PAST

PERCEPTIONS,

REACHING OUT TO

AUDIENCES LEADS

TO NEW SUCCESSES

FOR LOCAL CULTURAL

ORGANIZATIONS

by J ennifer Robi son

Auguste Rodin 's ubiquitous man in thought, "The Thinker," is part of the
overwhelmingly popular Rodin exhibit at the Nevada Museum of Art in Reno.

evadans are accustomed to
accessing some of the

Chicago and Los Angeles, Nevada's fine
arts community thrives. From a major

world's most distinctive

exhibit at Reno 's Nevada Art Museum

entertainment alternatives
via the state's tourism opportunities. However, those looking for an
Impressionist painting, classic sculpture
or modem dance concert may feel Nevada
lends few opportunities for the enjoyment
of fine arts. Although Nevada's cities lack
the cultural reputations of New York,

featuring 65 Rodin sculpture to Henderson's annual Shakespeare in the Park,
Nevadans are taking advantage of diverse
fine arts programs. Through challenging
conventional beliefs about Nevada's culture and bringing world-class events to
residents, the state's fine arts commuruty
is enjoying a renaissance.

N
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OVERCOMING
MISCONCEPTIONS

N

evada is unfortunately

among outsiders as a state bere··
of culture. Those familiar
·
Nevada's fine arts community con
such prevailing attitudes are inacc
"The perception is not reality - I
bad sound-bite got out somewhere
we're having a hard time shaking that
utation ," explained Nancy Deaner, as ·

manager of the city of Las Vegas ' cultural
and community affairs division. "We've always been blessed with cultural offerings
here. Residents of Southern Nevada profit
from a variety of fine arts activities."
Misperceptions of Nevada's cultural
climate are consequential because such
beliefs potentially impair the fine arts
community financially. Michael Hillerby,
who assumed the newly-formed arts and
culture manager post for the city of Reno,
declares misunderstandings surrounding
Nevada's cultural milieu have hindered
organizations in critical ways. "The most
substantial impact has come in our ability
to attract both national and local funding,"
Hillerby stated. "The giving of Reno's
corporate community to cultural groups
has not reached the same levels it has in
other comparabl y-sized communities."
Hillerby added that Nevada's renown as
a cultural wasteland fails to accurately assess the true state of its fine arts community. In both halves of the state, artistic activities draw thousands: last year's
month-long Uptown Downtown Artown
drew 60,000 to downtown Reno during
July, double that of the previous year, and
studies by the city of Las Vegas ' ArtReach
Unit show "people are still hungry for the
arts," according to Joanne Lentino, acting

The Las Vegas Art Museum 's expansion plans call for adding 22,000 exterior square feet
for exhibiting outdoor sculpture.

coordinator at Las Vegas' Charleston
Heights Arts Center. The Nevada Art
Museum's current Rodin exhibi t has attracted art lovers from as far away as New
Zealand, and Via - the California State
Auto Association 's travel magazine - acclaimed Reno as "Paris on the Truckee."
According to Hillerby, reversing the
funding fortu!les of the state's arts organizations requires educating businesses and
foundations of the true caliber and importance of Nevada's cultural organizations.
"We need to get the message out that this

isn ' t a cultural wasteland. Funding the arts
is an investment yielding many returns for
businesses, governments and individuals .
Cultural events have brought citizens back
to a downtown area in need of revitalization, and provided activities in school
districts and private facilities other entities lack the resources to present. The
arts are profoundly essential, and they' re
flourishing here."

GROWTH IN
EVERY AREA

H

illerby's view of a thriving arts
community is evident in the
expansion of activities and
groups . dedicated to cultural pursuits .
"We're witnessing an explosion of the arts
in ali areas," stated city of Las Vegas'
DP-:~nP.r " A prim:~ry f:~"t()r rP-lMP.~

Th e main gallery of the Las Vegas A rt Museum during the Bob Guccione Retrospective.

I() {l()D-

ulation growth. People are moving here
from areas where they participated in
cultural offerings, whether as artists,
members of organizations or event attendees. New residents are used to cultural
access, and we' ve reached a critical mass
where Las Vegas can support certain
activities and programs."
In Reno-Sparks, some cultural organizations "have always enjoyed a great deal
of success," according to Hillerby. "Our
core groups - the Reno Philharmonic, the
ballet, the Nevada Opera and the Nevada
Museum of Art - have consistently been
popular. We're seeing new interest in theater groups, which have begun to consoliMay 1998 •
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Sculptor Elsie Pinkser with her work titled "Homage to Moore." She donated the sculpture, valued at $35,000, to the Las Vegas Art Museum last yem:
date into a cohesive community. The
Reno-Sparks Theater Coalition has purchased the Christ Science Church along
the Truckee River, and they ' re planning to
raise money for converting that architecturally-significant building into a facility
with two theaters, a rehearsal area and
other spaces devoted to performance arts."
Also, Reno is preparing to open its first
city-owned cultural center, a refurbished
mission school situated on the Truckee
River at Reno's western edge. The center
will feature theaters, classrooms , a
gallery, a kiln and artists' studios; Hillerby anticipates a darkroom will eventually
join the center's offerings.
Even Reno's more enu·enched groups
are evolving. "Our largest-budgeted organi zations have brought in professional
man agement

of

a

natio n a l

caliber,"

Hillerby explained. "Frank Ki ti er, general director of the Nevada Opera and Barry
Auman , executi ve director of the Reno
Philharmonic are representative of the
cultural stewards coming here. They have
tremendous natio nal contacts , backgrounds and abilities."
Also on Hillerby's list is Steven High,
executive director of the evada Art Museum. Even before the Rodin exhibit took
up temporary residence at the museum,
High noticed increases in attendance. "In
the first three months of this year alone,
we met our attendance goal for all of
24 :-<evada Business Journal •
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1997 ," High pronounced. "Our operating
budget has grown 60 percent in the last
two years, and the number of museum visitors has expanded 20 percent. Since last
Novem ber, our membership has increased
by 30 percent ." The museum 's Rodin
exhibi t (which runs through May 31) is
attracting hundreds of people dail y, and a
display of Tibetan artwork last winter also
proved extremely popular.

The vis ual arts are enjoying a small renaissance in Southern Nevada as well,
where the Las Vegas An Museum continues to plan uses for its recentl y-acquired
facilities at the Sahara West Library. Curator James Mann, Ph.D., describes a time
of "limbo" for the 48-year-old organization after losing its 20-year occupancy in
a building at Lorenzi Park. However, since
its occupancy at Sahara West. which
began about 15 months ago, "Our membership has more than doubled, and at
every exhibition, we garner a little more
press coverage and a few more attendees,"
Mann remarked.
The Las Vegas Art Museum 's Bob
Guccione exhibit has attracted national
press attention, and The Los Angeles
Times, New York 's A rtSpeak magazine
and Sculpture reviewed a one-woman retrospecti ve the museum coordinated last
ovember. The gallery has highlighted
di splays of Japanese, Chinese, African
and Native American art, and has exhibited lithographs and other works by such
artists as Picasso and Dali loaned from
local ptivate collections.
One of the museum's more ambitious
undertakings is its Holocaust exhibit,
which Mann has cobbled together with

Located in Reno, Richardson Gallery serves the Northern. Nevada fine art

comm~

The George Sturman Collection of
African Art was on display at the Las
Vegas Art Museum in February.
commissioned works from 15 artists. The
Holocaust exhibit, which runs through
May 24 and commemorates Holocaust
Education Month , has already received
national attention: a California museum
has expressed interest in bringing it west
upon conclusion of its run at the Las
Vegas Art Museum. The museum's future
look positive; Mann anticipates the
awarding of a new lease, which will enable the occupation of 22,000 exterior
quare feet. "We plan to make the capital
improvements necessary for exhibiting
sculptures outside," Mann explained.
"Las Vegas is respectable beyo nd what
anyone here or elsewhere dreamed of just
a few years ago in terms of our cultural
environment," Mann asserted. "Local
casinos spend millions on fine and decorative arts, and while this museum has experienced some rocky times, so have others across the country. I have the greatest
confidence in the future of arts organizations in Southern Nevada."
As in Northern Nevada, the visual arts
compose only one element of Southern
Nevada's arts picture. The Charleston
Heights Arts Center bas posted sell-out
successes with such dance programs as
the Urban Bush Women, a group from

New York; its gallery receptions and exhibits are attracting steadily-rising numbers of art lovers. Its February Mardi Gras
festivities remain popular, and its annual
Afternoon in Vienna recently celebrated
its 18th year (an evening component was
added four years ago). The children's
summer concert series, with its music,
dance and performance theaters, has remained well-attended.
According to Constance DeVereaux,
executive director of the Allied Arts Council of Southern Nevada, residents of the
area have access to more varied cultural
opportunities than ever. "Theater is thriving here. We have a new group called
The Asylum. New West Theatre is planning its upcoming season, and we have access to many touring artists through the
university - the American Ballet Theater,
Jean-Pierre Rampal, world-renowned pianists and dance troupes from the former
Soviet Union are just a few of the people
and organizations coming to Southern
Nevada," DeVereaux stated. "Also, The
Nevada Dance Theatre obtained a grant
for a new building, and the Lied Discovery Museum "remains a significant attraction. The Nevada Chamber Symphony is
doing well, and The Nevada Symphony
Orchestra bas a new musical director in

Murry Fidlin. The Henderson Civic Symphony stays active, and the Henderson
community is establishing itself as a cultural hearth for its residents. Henderson
will soon be the site of the MacDonald
Center for Arts and Humanities, as well as
a museum of antiquities."

SUSTAINING RECENT
SUCCESSES

A

though evada's arts community
abounds with vitality, it is beset by
the same dilemmas confronting
cultural organizations nation-wide. The
most substantial challenges revolve
around funding and boosting participation
numbers. "Funding is always the numberone answer for our ills, and hand-in-hand
with that is the importance of planning
and managing cultural growth," stated
Hillerby, of the city of Reno. "We have to
remain cognizant of the fact we're in a
market-driven world, which means making sure we're meeting our constituents'
wants and needs."
According to DeVereaux, the dwindling
supply of government funding will continue to pressure many Nevada a.t1s organizations. "So many of our theater groups are
non-profit," she noted. "It's difficult for
many of them to survive. The costs of per-

Th e New York dance troupe, Urban Bush Women, pe1jormed to sell-out audiences at the
Charleston Heights Arts Center in Las Vegas.
May 1998 •
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forming are escalati ng, and our market
can't bear higher prices for theater audiences. That translates into spending more
time on fund-raising and less on theater.
Cultural groups should worry more about
serving the public than running themselves like busi nesses."
One solution to financial concerns for
many cultural groups in the state entails
forg ing partnerships with area businesses.
In some cases, those pairings assist organi zations with publicity and alleviate advertising costs. The Charleston Heights
Arts Center gained substantial promotion
from KCEP-88.1 FM for its Urban Bush
Women program; the Las Vegas Art
Museum has benefited from public service announcements on KNPR, and its
show of art by and about breast cancer
survivors garnered 40 spots on Channel 8.
The Nevada Art Museum has enjoyed support fro m KTHX, Reno's PBS affi li ate.
Aside from developing such strength-

ening relatio nships, some fine arts
watchers assert fostering a lifelong love
of the arts constitutes the most critical
aspect of creating an enduring cultural
communit y. "People com plain about
the lack of audience participation, but
that's something we have to culti vate,"
Deaner stated. "You learn to be a good
audience member because somewhere,
your interest was piqued. That's why
we ' re focusing on arts education and
school programming - we need to create
the audience of the future."
"Art is not on the minds of a lot of people," explained Mark Richardson, owner
of Reno's Richardson Gallery. "However,
once they find out how art can enhance
their living environment and create a
positive mood in their home or office,
they're much more willing to invest in it to
have it as a part of their li ves. Establishing
that understanding among citizens can
happen with educational seminars teach-

ing people about the arts and how they
play a role in our lives."
Mann, curator of the Las Vegas Att
Museum, refuses to think negatively of
the region's fine arts prospects. "Our future is so bright, it's really pointless to
dwell on our past problems," he asserted.
"Las Vegas has become a unique living
cultural artifact. There's nothing else like
it in the world, and in very palpable ways,
we' re quite advanced in our artistic and
architectural achievements."
Nevada's growth has left some sectors
of the economy, as well as some towns
and cities, with sizable growing pains and
other issues accompanying rapid expansion. Yet, municipalities have developed a
pro-active attitude conducive to finding
solutions. As the state's cultural community experiences btisk growth, its members are also poised to tum problems into
positives, ensuring abundant fine arts
•
activities for residents everywhere.
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Metro Display Advertising
Bustop Shelters of Nevada
Combining a valuable community service
with effective advertising alternatives
ODAY'S BUSINESSES A 1D
municipalities understand the
value of pairing the effmi s of
private and public sectors .
Metro Display Advertising has found a
unjque and effective way to furnis h valuable services and resources to local governmen ts in an atTangement benefi ting
all. According to Douglas Smith, Vice
President of Metro Display Adverti sing,
the compan y's public-private partnerships address the needs of consumers,
businesses and cities alike.
"The bus shelters and public transportation rest areas we establish help
everybody," Smi th asse rted. "At no
chmge, we build bus shelters for municipaliti es, providing ci ty residents a
respite from climatic elements like heat.
wind and rain. Also, we offer businesses
a high-visibility alternative for advertising in areas lacking other ou tdoor marketing options. City governments ga in a
revenue source via a percentage of the
proceeds from our ad sales. It's a win-win
situation for all involved:'
According to Smith, a key aspec t distingu ishes Metro Display from other
mm·keting alternati ves: bus shelter advertisi ng protects public transpmiati on
users. Metro Di splay constitutes the oldest and most established bus shelter

T

company in the country; it also comprises the larges t provider of bus shelter services, with more than 3,000 units serving
nearly 100 municipal and transit agencies tl1roughout evada and California.
1ow based in Las Vegas. Metro Display
builds a bus shelter at any site a municipal agency requests. Its recent merging
with Eller Media Company expands the
cities it serves to include such diverse

I Nevada Business Journal I

markets as Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas/Fort
Worth, Orlando, Phoenix and Cleveland.
Metro Display's growth can patily be
credited to a national expansion in bus
shelter adve1iisi ng. According to Smi th.
in 1988. 9.600 "faces" - bus shelter
ide accomm odating ads - existed.
Today. 36,000 faces clot the country, clue
to widespread recognition of the medi um
as a powerful marketing force. Metro
Display has remained at the leadi ng edge
of that industry growth; the company's
Las Vegas plant now claims more than
800 shelters, with an additional 400
benches. Locally, Metro Display recently
installed 100 units, and has another 100
slated for construction. "Our goal is to
have shelter advertising opportuni ti es at
every bus stop in the area:' Smith stated .
"Our growth has been phenomenal, and
will stay that way, as a variety of businesses discover the reach our medium
affords." That atTay of businesses utilizing Metro Display includes TV and radio
stations, hotels, restaurants, insurance
firms and utilities. "Most industries benefit from the high visibility we offer."
Smith explained.
Companies find a multitude of adva ntages in delivering their messages
through Metro Display Advertising. Bus
shelter aclve1iising is more cost-effective
A DVERTORI A L

than other form s of outdoor advertising:
firms can situate ads at anywhere from 30
to 50 bus shelters for the cost of three
billboards , according to Smith. That
trru1slates into a "very low cost per thousand," Smith noted. "Also, our reach and
frequency is unmatched by any other outdoor advertising medium, and Metro Display possesses the most locations in the
valley of any outdoor advertising firm."
Metro Display's commitment to preserving quality in its shelter environments represents an additional boon to
bus stop advertisers . Th e company
boasts a radio-dispatched maintenance
team capable of addressing customer '
issues and concerns around the clock.
"At 1etro Display, we realize our responsibility includes protecting our
cli ents' mru·keting investment, as well as
sustaining a pleasant atmosphere for
public transportation users," Smith
noted. "We're dedicated to contributing
positively to the communities in which
we sustain a presence, and that requires
careful attention to the aesthetic integrity of our shelters and benches."
For Metro Display, contributing to
communities doesn't end with generating
ad sales revenues and creating an important service for residents. The company
offers available ad space to the city of
Las Vegas and Clark County for the promotion of assmted programs. Metro Display assists in promoting the city's Graffiti Hotline, in addition to publicizing
camps for the Inner City Games. Metro
Di splay also works closely with the
Regional Transpmtation Commission in
determining the areas most in need of
additional bus shelter support. KLVX
(PBS) and the University of Nevada-Las
Vegas' radio station, KUNV, both benefit
from Metro Display suppmt as well.
"Support for critical city and county
activities and organizations li es at the
core of what we do, because we realize
we can only become and remain a strong
business if our community is strong,"
Smith stated . "As valley residents our-

For more information, contact

Metro Display Advertising/
Bustop Shelters of Nevada
selves, we're committed to playing a role
in maintaining the great quality of life
we're renowned for across the country."
As Southern evada's public transpmtation system continues to grow and
evolve, Metro Di splay Advertising's
presence will expand as well. This is
good news for everyone, from businesses
seeking efficient and expansive marketing avenues to the city governments and
residents relying on dependable shelters
at public transpmtation stops.

795-3325
5425 South Valley Vi ew Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89 102

DISPLAY ADVERTISING, INC .
A DVERTORI AL
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SAINT MARY'S
Maintaining the human touch for 90 years
by Jackie Shelton

S

aint Mary 's celebrates its 90th birthday this year, and, as with most 90year-olds, it has seen many changes in its
life. Originall y a school - the Mount Saint
Mary's Academy which was founded by
the Dominican Sisters in 1877 - it was
converted to the Sister's Hospital in 1908.
The Sisters' compassion and commitment
to good, quality healthcare for all is something that hasn' t changed in 90 years.
"What's been consistent about Saint
Mary 's is that our mission remains the
same," says Jeff Bills, president/CEO of
the Saint Mary 's Health Network, a private
nonprofit, charitable organization. "Our
over-arching goals are quality, compassion
and making sure our community is taken
care of.'.
The difference is that today, the organization bas many more tools with which to
take care of the (much larger) community.
From its innocuous beginnings, the Saint
:viary's Health Network now encompasses
facilities in Northern Nevada and northea tern California, providing healthcare
with a regional focus.
Taking care of the community now
means something different than it did in
1908. Today the Saint Mary's staff puts
much more emphasis on preventive care.
The network 's many programs include osteoporosis screenings, programs to stop
smoking, lose weight and eat healthier.
The family is taken very seriously through
classes covering prenatal care, infant CPR,
breast-feeding and other things people
need to know to prepare for childbirth and
parenthood. St. Mary's will even send a
nurse to the new parents' home to see how
they're coping with their new addition.
"Early detection and prevention are obviously much better for our patients," explains Bills. "Any time we can keep them
healthy, we will." This is nothing new for

Saint Mary's original building, which stood at the comer of Sixth and Chestnut (now
Arlington), was established in 1908. In 1912, the facility on the left was added for the
sisters to tend to the sick.
Saint Mary's. Bills says the hospital has
focused on the preventive side of medicine
for the last 15 to 20 years, adding the facility is a national leader in early detection.
The advent of managed care is something
else that has changed the face of healthcare.
The new emphasis on health care reimbursement has put the focus on money, rather
than the patient, something Bills says is
bothersome. "The most important relationship is between patient and doctor," says
Bills. "At Saint Mary's, we want to remember and support that every day."
Bills emphasizes that the doctor should
be the one making the healtbcare decision s. "They' re trained. They know.
They're the best resource," he says. "The
system of healthcare is to support that relationship and anything that gets in the

way of it, in my opinion, is not a good
change in healthcare." He says the doctor/patient relationship has been the highest priority at Saint Mary 's and will continue to be emphasized. "Whenever we're
in doubt, we always err on the side of the
patient," he says.
That emphasis on the patient is carried
through in the way Saint Mary's interacts
with its competition. Though the RenoSparks area currently boasts many hospitals, Bills sees them all working together
to better the community. "I don 't think it's
healthy for a community to have competition between hospitals," says Bills. "When
you consider what we're all about in
healthcare, it's making more people in our
conununity healthier. So our approach has
been to partner with providers where we
May 1998 •
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Jeff Bills, Saint Mwy 's president/CEO

can form strategic alliances and do things
that make our community better." Bills
says Saint Mary's has partnered with
Washoe Medical Center and Northern
evada Medical Center on many projects.
Recently both Saint Mary 's and Washoe
Med were recognized by the American
Heart Association for their contributions
to fighting heart disease.
This community approach to healthcare
is prevalent throughout the Saint Mary 's
operation . According to Bills, the emergency room is open ro everyone, whether
or not they have insurance or the ability to
pay. He adds that Saint Mary's has many
clinics around town that cater to low-income patients. The e include the Sun Valley Children 's Clinic, the Neighborhood
Health Center, Hospice of Northern evada and the Take-Care-A-Van, a mobile
program that provides immunizations for
kids in at-risk neighborhoods. They also
provide home care service and parish
nurses. "That 's a big part of our mission
and we consider it a big part of who we
are," says Bills.
In 1908, 40 physicians served the needs
of the entire Reno/Sparks population of
12,000 people. Today, the Saint Mary's
Health Network provides jobs for 2,600
people in Northern Nevada, including
1,500 physicians. "We have tremendous
employees. The reason Saint Mary· ·
good is because of our employees and our
medical staff," says Bills.
As the world changes around it. S ·
Mary 's puts the same emphasis on professional, compassionate employee as
did 90 years ago, intent on providing
same level of community caring for
next 90 years.

ADVERTORIAL

Fifty Years ofAuto and Tire Service Excellence in Las Vegas
n Las Vegas' relatively new business
community, few companies can
claim 50 years serving valley residents. However, Ted Wiens Tire
& Auto has achieved the half-century
landmark. Remaining successful and
attaining new heights of service is a direct
result of the company's emphasis on customer satisfaction. Ted Wiens Tire &
Auto has combined integrity, quality
products, highly-trained staff and efficient service to become one of Southern
Nevada's best-known names in the automobile-servicing industry.
''Although we accommodate every type
of car on the road and each customer possesses different needs, we realize everyone
is looking for timely, efficient service," declared Ted Wiens, Jr. , whose father, Ted
Wiens, Sr. established the Las Vegas-

I
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busier than ever, and they're seeking a tire
and auto company capable of handling
their needs quickly and effectively. Our
goal revolves around providing same-day
service on every car. We emphasize performing our work right the first time."
Ensuring work is done properly the
first time requires a committed, knowledgeable staff On staff at all of Ted
Wiens' locations are full-time inspectors
who provide customers with a free 21point check. Clients can have their fluid
levels topped off, and the inspection allows potential problems to be detected
before they become serious and costly repairs. "We require our mechanics and
technicians to participate in ongoing
training and certification programs,"
Wiens explained. "Every mechanic is required to earn Automotive Service Excellence [ASE] certification, and we also

Ted Wiens Jr. proudly displays his flagship brand - Firestone. The company also offers a
complete line ofproducts from Michelin, Bridges tone, BFGoodrich, Uniroyal and General
Tire. Ted says he stocks, and stands behind all the quality brands his customers desire.
offer educational programs through the
Community College of Southern 1 evada.
If employees attend approved courses and
achieve at least a 'B' grade, we pay their
tuition. Taking advantage of educational
opportunities enables our mechanics and
general staff to address changes in automotive technology, service and repair as
the industry evolves."
Assembling a talented, experienced and
well-trained staff comprises .only one aspect ofTed Wiens' continued success. The
company's nine retail sites and service
centers, as well as its 13 service trucks, are
furnished with the latest in automotive
service technologies, according to Wiens.
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"Customers need the security of knowing
we've utilized high-quality, cutting-edge
products," he stated. "The quality we deliver is in the equipment we use, as well as
how we implement that equipment to
best serve our clients' needs. Our state-ofthe-art computer system enables a customer to visit any of our locations and,
even without an invoice, receive immediate assistance regarding the last time they
were in for service. We also provide 12month, 12,000-mile warranties on everything we install or repair. We have a great
deal of confidence in the products we use
and the services we provide."
The company's reputation for integrity
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and honesty is perhaps the most
noted Wiens, of his comcritical component of Ted
pany's forward-thinking
Wiens' ongoing success. "Our
vision. "One of the most
name is on the door, so we take
rewarding aspects of what
every measure necessary to dewe do entails establishing
liver in a fair manner," Wiens
enduring relationships
noted. "We understand the
based on trust and respect.
importance of treating our cusConsumers are holding
tomers as we'd want to be treatonto their cars longer, so
ed. A car constitutes a substanthose cars need to operate
tial investment for many of our
better for a longer period of
clients, and it's our responsibilitime. We play a vital role in
ty to protect that investment."
protecting our clients' inSince the Wiens name has
vestment, and we take that
been associated with the family
very seriously."
business for 50 years, the comAs Ted Wiens T ire •
pany and its employees have deAuto begins its second ha::veloped a strong sense of comcentury in Southern . ·
mitment to Las Vegas. As a
da, it faces a rapidly-c.ha.ngTed Weins' computerized system is designed to insure all product lines
native Las Vegan, Wiens has reing future in the automo · are sold to the customer at the lowest prices in Las Vegas.
mained highly involved in many
industry. In spite of •
organizations, and harbors a philosophy
Las Vegan and part of the community,
many changes characterizing the busin encouraging giving help and assistance
however, Ted Wiens' customers can
I feel a sense of responsibility to give
where it's most needed. Among the activback," Wiens explained.
on the company's unwavering com=:Ities
the
company
participates
Serving the valley means looking toment to service, quality and integrity.
in: a Clark County School District
ward the future and anticipating the needs
apprenticeship program that brings high
of not only community
school students in to work for Ted
services and organizations,
but car owners as well. "InWiens their junior and senior years. Upon
successful completion of the apprenticedustry technology is changing
ship, the company pays for the students'
as rapidly as the techfirst two years of college. "As a life-long
nology in the cars
themselves," Wiens
asserted. "That can represent a substantial challenge, because we service
every kind of car. However, our
objective remains giving consumers
across the valley a full-service environment to enhance the convenience of the
car-servicing process. As cars become
more computerized and complicated electronically, it's essential to embrace advances in auto components. As dealerships are increasingly overwhelmed by
patrons who need their vehicles serviced,
Nevada~
we offer a highly efficient alternative."
Ted Wiens Tire offers free preventive
"We're not just looking at today - we're
maintenance inspections and same-day
taking care of our customers and developservice by certified technicians.
ing long-term relationships with them,"
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EXECUTIVE PROFILE

DOMINGO CAMBEIRO
Bringing a passion for design and a
commitment to excellence in architecture

C

hildren don ' t generally possess a
clear and unyielding vision of their
adult career paths. However, for architect
Domingo Cambeiro, AlA, a passion for his
work emerged early. As an 11-year-old,
Cambeiro, who owns and operates one of
the state's largest architectural firms , established his first business drafting plans
for builders. "I couldn't drive my designs
around to my clients, so that ilidn't last too
long," laughed Cambeiro, describing his
first entrepreneurial effort.
The obstacles of that fust business endeavor didn ' t hinder Cambeiro for long: a .
love for design was born, and Southern
Nevadans now see Cambeiro and The
Dorrungo Cambeiro Corp.'s work everywhere, from his first Las Vegas project, the
Four Queens HoteUCasino, to the University of Nevada-Las Vegas' (UNLV) Thomas
& Mack Center. Cambeiro's passion for
design and architecture has never faltered.
"I love everything about what I do; architecture is a highly rewarding profession,"
explained Cambeiro, who studied the field
at Havana University in Cuba. "It's a great

feeling to see a design begin as a dream and
become complete as a building that people
can use and enjoy for years to come."
Generating designs characterized by
both function and aesthetic appeal represents an ongoing challenge for any architect. Cambeiro has risen to meet that challenge through fostering a team approach
among his architects and staff. "Our firm
operates on the democratic principle. We
bring everyone to the table and provide
them the opportunity to contribute and critique during formation of a design concept," he described. "Our architects share
that philosop~y of working together to
achieve our goals as a firm ."
Assembling a variety of architects to
create designs has enabled The Domingo
Cambeiro Corp. to develop innovative solutions for architecturally difficult sites
and plans. For example, the Four Queens
HoteUCasino lacked the ground space for
adjoining key attractions to the casino
area; Cambeiro applied the architectural
concept behind a tri-level home to enable
Four Queens patrons to more easily reach

"We strive to bring a cutting edge approach to our
work, both in the tools and
resources we utilize and
the concepts we develop."
- Domingo Cambeiro
restaurants and other features. The
Thomas & Mack presented challenges because of the geographical traits of its site.
Water underneath the land required a design lifting the ven ue above the ground,
rather than leaving its entrance at grade
level. At.18 ,500 seats, the Thomas & Mack
remains the country's largest university
arena. Showcase, the distinctive retail center adjacent to the MGM Grand , represents
another example of the firm 's unique architectural work. "We strive to bring a cutting edge approach to our work, both in the
tools and resources we utilize and the concepts we develop," Cambeiro stated.
Cambeiro insists such an emphasis on
state-of-the-art design and talent isn't
exclusive to his company. "Many local
developers are seeking architects outside

Showcase retail center on the Las Vegas Strip is just one example of Cambeiro 's
distinctive architectural designs.

of Las Vegas," he stated. "That's unfortunate, because we have tremendous talent
here. Southern Nevada has architectural
firms developers should strongly consider
retaining, because they've paid their
dues, and they've been a part of the
community for years."
May 1998 •
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Congratulations to

TED WIENS
for the many years of unselfish
and dedicated service he has
provided to our community.
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Cambeiro designed the Las Vegas Con vention Center expansion, now under construction.

Cambeiro's long-time tenure in Southern Nevada comprises a substantial inspiration behind many of his designs. Since
his arrival in the Las Vegas Valley 36 years
ago, he's witnessed immense change: he
remembers when just 100,000 people inhabited the area, and talks of a time when
Sahara Avenue was San Franci sco Avenue
and "pure desert" extended beyond the
Convention Center. "As an architect, I've
remained cognizant of our environment
and how a building wi ll affect it, as well as
how a structure might impact nearby facilities and communities. Architects must
respond to those issues. We're flexible in
our approach, and we view ourselves as
facilitators of our clients' ideas. Acknowledging and accommodating our surroundings is critical to our ability to make a vision reality," he asserted.
Las Vegas' parents can take heart in the
fact that Cambeiro raised his family here,
because his understanding of and concern
for children 's growing, learning minds
manifests itself in the 73 elementary school
prototypes be and his firm have created. Although there have been many, all the designs incorporate a single philosophy. "We
recognize children are entering a new environment, so our objective entails planning
an atmosphere as pleasant and inviting to
learning as possible," Cambeiro explained.
"Children need comforting, yet stimulating, educational facilities tailored to their
age and developmental phase."
Designing schools constitutes only one
element of the active community role
Cambeiro and his company have assumed.
Cambeiro has served as president of Hispanics in Politics, a trustee for the Foundation Board of the Community College
of Southern Nevada, vice president of the
Clark County Public Education Fund and
a director of the Latin Chamber of Com-

merce. He holds membership in the Las
Vegas Chamber of Commerce, the evada
Development Authority, Las Vegas 2000
and Beyond and Las Vegas South we t Rotary Club. His professional affiliation ·
elude the Las Vegas Chapter of the Am ican Institute of Architects (AlA) .
Urban Design In stitute and the Council
Educational Facilities Planners Intern...
tiona!. He received an AlA award for
Satellite One & ATS Guideway at McCa:rran International Airport, and ha
earned accolades from the Metal Buildic=
Manufacturing Association. His prototype
school design work merited him an American School and University Award.
Since Carnbeiro's firm has repre en
an important architectural presence
Southern Nevada for so many year . 12:;
Vegans will be happy to know of hi pl to expand The Domingo Cambeiro C •
By the year 2000, Cambeiro hope
roughly double his firm's size from 4 _ ·
80 employees, and anticipates added bus
He also looks forward to enhancing
relationships The Domingo Carnbei:
Corp. has developed with its many re
cl ients, including the cities of or.:
Las Vegas and Las Vegas, Clark Couru_
McCarran International Airport, the Cl
County School Di strict, the Clark Coun.
Housing Authority, Pioneer Citize~
Bank, UNLV and the State of ev
Public Works Board.
Those who assert Las Vegas po se ""'
no architectural character of its own neee
only look to the expansive body of w
Domingo Cambeiro and his camp _
have undertaken. Carnbeiro remains a pnmary player in the region's vibrant architectural climate, and his work will continue to please and delight residents
visitors alike for years to come.
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SecU?ity Capital Industrial 'Prust's Las Vegas Corporate Center

by Jennifer Robison
any seeking industrial real estate appreciate Nevada's plethora of choices. However, those numerous alternatives can make finding the ideal warehouse
or manufacturing site more challenging.
While every firm pursues its own procedures for choosing and purchasing industrial sites, it's critical to account for several
common considerations. Following is advice from experienced consumers and industrial real estate professionals.

M

Refining the Selection
Process
or anyone, viewing 30 properties in
two months could have been a frantic
exercise in futility. However, Nick Spano,
division manager of J.E. Higgins Lumber,
developed a highly-organized approach
streamlining the selection process and
saving his company much time. "I compiled a notebook, and as I visited each
property, I noted its pros and cons and
how each might affect our business,"
Spano desctibed. "Over two months, we

F

narrowed down 30 options to three. At that
point, we were ready to begin negotiating. "
Spano believes his organized search
eased the new property hunt. However, he
added other ways businesses can more effectively seek industrial real estate. "Don't
limit yourself to one area. We looked at the
whole Southern Nevada market, from Henderson and the Russell Road corridor to
North Las Vegas," he recalled. "We also established the c1iteria imp01tant to us at the
onset so that we could immediately eliminate sites ill-suited to our needs and preferences. In addition to location, we considered cost, size, office space and whether a
building's docking facilities would allow us
to easily receive delivery trucks. " Finding a
site accommodating these needs ultin1ately
induced J.E. Higgins Lumber to settle in
North Las Vegas, where the company
assumed a lease on 24,000 square feet in
Security Capital Industrial Trust's Las
Vegas Corporate Center.
"It was definitely an educational process
for me, looking at locations throughout the

valley and weighing so many issues and
concerns," summarized Spano. !he m
difficult part was clruifying the relationship between location and cost. We worried that situating ourselves in North Las
Vegas, farther away from many of our customers, might alienate some of our business. However, we decided the value and
land cost savings afforded us in North Las
Vegas outweighed properties closer to
town. We felt we could find ways to furnish our clients with the level of customer
service we've traditionally offered. We've
had promotions encouraging customers to
visit our new location, and we've stepped
up our daily delivery service across Las
Vegas. With Southern Nevada's growth, it's
not always accurate to suggest one area is
better than another for an industJ.ial site.
The valley is expanding rapidly, and new
traffic corridors provide every locale with
convenient access to other parts of r evada. Finding a building that makes the best
economical sense for your business is the
most important issue."
May 1998 .
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Gaining a Good Start
!though Spano makes industrial site
selection sound relatively simple,
many businesses complicate the process
by failing to initiate the search in a timely
manner. "The site selection process rarely
begins soon enough," asserted Steve
Spaulding, a vice president with Security
Capital Industtial Trust. "Most people in
the market for new prope1ty say, 'This is
what I need, and I need it tomorrow.' If the
ideal space is vacant and already has offices and other necessary facilities in
place, businesses can move in quickly.
However, industrial buildings, especially in
Las Vegas, often require remodeling or finishing, which necessitates prepruing drawings and acquiling construction pemuts."
According to Kevin Higgins, SIOR, managing director of CB Richard Ellis in Las
Vegas, site selection should begin "nine
months to a year ptior to the point a company needs to assume occupancy. It takes
tin1e to tie up the tight piece of land, or facility location. You have to fmd it, successfully negotiate sale or lease, handle potential zoning issues, perform necessary land
studies and oversee construction of the
building, or its tenant improvements."
Retaining a commercial real estate broker can substantially smooth property
searches and transactions. "Although broker services to potential tenants or buyers
ru·e free, we provide them with more clout
in the mru·ketplace and added negotiation
power," asserted Dean Willmore, SIOR,
principal broker for Las Vegas' GVA lndusttial Property Group. "We also act as a
buffer between tenants and landlords. "
"Finding the ideal property for a client
is our job - it's what we do best," noted
Higgins. "Business owners are best at answeJing the needs of their companies and
customers. We allow them to concentrate
on that, while we handle the details of
finding real estate. We can cover the
bases more quickly, clarifying a site's correct zoning and pricing. We can present
property information in spreadsheet
form, and assist clients in beginning the
decision-making process before visiting
prospective locations. We can take them

A
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Las Vegas Corpm·ate Center
through environmental assessment studies, and help them obtain permits for
build-to-suit, or tenant improvement construction. We can even guide them
through the developer and contractor
selection process. We can navigate them
through the entire process -we have construction management services, a facilities/operations depmtment, property
management and appraisal services."

Important Considerations
he ability to effectively steer a company through industrial site selection is
ctitical, because so mru1y considerations
can quickly become obstacles if they're
not taken setiously. "Basic issues to think
about include the cost effectiveness of
moving, how many people will work out of
a new facility, the runount of traffic coming
and going, and the required ratios of parking space ru1d office-to-warehouse space,"
Willmore explained. "Also, firms need to
deteffi1ine which mru·kets they're serving.
An emphasis on reaching local customers
versus California clientele will pinpoint
where they should situate operations."
According to Security Capital's Spaulding, building quality remains a key aspect
of whether an industrial plant suits a company's needs. "Businesses should ask
themselves if the real estate is efficient in
design. What's the building's general condition? Are the truck courts large enough?
Are the ceilings high enough? If a firm

T

plans to put racking in the facility, the floor
slabs must be even and free of cracks.
Companies should also realize they can
save money on irlsurance and intetior in1provement costs if their new location features certain in1provements, such as modem sp1inkler systems. Also, it's ctitical to
anticipate such need~ as outside storage,
and decide whether a site can accommodate those needs."
Spaulding elaborated on another key
issue, especially for dynamic companies
taking part in evada's active economy.
"Businesses may have to expand, so owners and managers need to examine
whether a space will enable them to do
so," he said. "Ask if a landlord has more
space within the building, or if other facilities exist on-site to accommodate growth."
Spaulding, whose fim1 owns and operates numerous Nevada industrial properties, also urges industtial users to note
the effectiveness of a site's property management, whether outsourced to a
management firm or coordinated by the
property owner. Spano, of J.E. Higgins
Lumber, echoes Spaulding's advice.
"Companies need to find a landlord receptive to and capable of responding to
their needs," he said. "We're fortunate to
have a great relationship with our landlord. Prope1ty is at a pren1ium throughout
the valley, and businesses have a lot of
choices. Do your research and find a manager or landlord who wants to work with
you on a long-tem1 basis."

Avoiding Mistakes
ith so many considerations, it's notalways easy to avoid conunon pitfalls.
"I see a lot of businesses compare apples
with oranges," CB Richard Ellis's Higgins
stated. "They'll weigh a site of one caliber
with a location of another quality, and
that's not an effective way to determine
value. Two properties might both cost $4
per square foot on paper, but one may need
significantly more in1provements than the
other. If you have a tenant improvement allowance of $25 per square foot, and you
buy a property that requires $40 per square
foot, you're compromising yom cost efficiency. Look closely at such numbers when
comparing sites, and be sme to consider
properties on an equal basis."
For brokers and industrial site owners
alike, avoiding mistakes comes back to
committing time to the site selection
process. "The time required for site selection will vary depending on whether a
business is plarming to build-to-suit, or has
found an existing facility that can serve its
needs. However, compru1ies should ideally

W
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''Companies need to find
a landlord receptive to
and capable of responding to their needs.··
- Nick Sparw, J.E. Higgins Lumber Co.
plan at least a year ahead," asserted Willmore, of GVA Industrial Property Group. "If
business owners fail to give the process

enough time, they'll miss great opportunities, and they'll also impair their broker's
ability to negotiate optimum leasing or
pmchasing terms. "
Although failing to account for such
concerns can complicate industrial site selection, Willmore urged compru1ies pondering the possibilities of occupying new
space to not be intin1idated. "Because of
all the building of industrial and office
space across the state in the last two years,
multiple oppmtunities exist for virtually
any business," he entlmsed. "Those opportunities in1prove every year. Tenants and
buyers should take advantage of good
lease rates and buying tem1s while they
still exist. "
The abundance of industrial real estate
statewide, combined with sophisticated
brokerages and rapidly developing communities, has led to evada's growth in
popularity as an industrial destination.
With forethought, care and effective professional guidance, the industrial site
selection process can proceed smoothly
for all parties involved.
•
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BY LISA WEISS McQUERREY

spa? If you've been shying away from
your own private "water world" because
of recent "pool scam" news stories, it's
time to take another look at how you can
become a smart, savvy pool owner.
"There are people out there who truly
have been taken advantage of," says
Exteriors Pools & Landscaping Inc. 's
Vice President Joseph M. Vassallo. "But
when you look at how many pools are
being built in Nevada every year, versus
the number of people who run into problems, you'll find that 'problem' number is
very low." Adds Vassallo, "Of that number, the majority of people who were
taken in were not asking the right questions, not checking out their contractor
and were hoping that the 'deal of the
century' was really going to be their
dream pool come to life."
Vassallo spent more than 10 years with
Tango Pools & Spas as senior sales designer and sales/marketing director.
Under Vassallo's guidance, Tango grew to
be the top pool company in the state. He
recently accepted the position of vice
president for Exteriors Pools & Landscaping, Inc.
According to Vassallo, while there are
steps consumers can take to protect
against fraudulent or unstable pool contractors, the first tool to utilize is your
own common sense. "Remembey_the simple fact that _everyone-is paying virtually
the same amount for the basic pool components," says Vassallo. "If one contractor offers you a price significantly below
everyone else, ask yourself what is being
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sacrificed - the pool builder would have
to be willing to take a loss financially, or
decrease the quality of the product.
Which do you think they'll choose?"
So what about those great-looking advertisements for $9,999.99 pools guaranteed to be built in record time? Vassallo
says companies that advertise these lowball prices aren't necessarily bad pool
companies, but he cautions consumers to
be careful to find out what is, and more
importantly, is not included in these bargain basement price tags.
"In these cases, there are often hidden
costs, extra-small pool sizes and ineffective equipment," explains Vassallo. "A
good contractor will sit down with you
and discuss both your needs and your
budget, then come back to you with a realistic plan you can b9th work with. "
Although even the most thorough
checks are no guarantee against problems, Nevada State Contractors Board
(NSCB) Interim Executive Officer Margi
Grein explains that an informed consumer has the best chances of seeing a
completed construction project they're
happy with.
"We can do a lot more to help you before construction starts than after," says
Grein. "We have a lot of literature and informational brochures you can request
by fax, by mail, or by phone by calling our
Contractor Quick Check line at 486llOO." Explains Grein, "To use this line,
all you need is a potential contractor's
license number, which incidently, should
be provided on all business proposals
submitted to you."
During the past three years, more than
970 complaints have been filed against
pool contractors - 356 of those were filed
during 1997 alone. According to Grein,
many of the complaints involved

Gening Staned

Distinctive water featur·es, such as this 30-joot wate?· fall, are populm· with consumers.
Photo courtesy Monter·ey Pools.
consumers making advance payments for
the construction of a pool or spa before the
work was performed or supplies delivered.
Many of those consumers ended up with
abandoned pools, shoddy worlananship or
liens filed agaillst their property because

and filter size. The key to a clean pool is
circulation. If you have a 10,000-gallon
pool, you want to make sure that much
water is being pushed tlu·ough the filter
within three to four hours max." Adds Vassallo, "Always ask for an itemized list of

Grein says that typically, if a business is
going to go under and walk out on a project, it happens within the first few years
of operation, so she cautions consumers to
look at the history of a company when
choosing a contractor. "A newer company
is by no means a bad company," says
Grein. "It just means you should use a little
more caution if you're considering a contractor with less than five years in the market. Ask for references and then really go
out and look at the work."
Consumers can request a company's
complaint history and license history
through the NSCB by submitting a written
request. "Just remember that a license and
bond is not a guarantee of anything," says
Grein. "The bond we request of them is a
surety bond, but I know if I were building
a pool I'd want my contractor to have a
payment and performance bond. That ensures the job will be completed correctly
and prevents abandonment."
After you've selected a contractor you
feel comfortable with, let him or her know
what you're looking for, and what your
budget is. Be sure to prioritize what you
want in your yard, and give the designer as
much input as you can. "A good designer
will ask you what else you want to do with
your backyard, and what your family's
needs are," says Vassallo.
More in1portantly, "Ask questions," says
Vassallo. "Make sure you see the engineering plans before your contractor gets started, and ask questions about your pump

breakdown is."
As with any major purchase, there are always "upgrades" and "extras" to consider.
"There are things like in-floor cleaners, dual
pumps and solar heaters that will make
maintaining your pool much easier," says
Vassallo. ''This is where some may choose
to cut comers - you can trade off saving
money for additional upkeep chores."
So how atiout payment of your new
pool? Vassallo explains there are many advantages to financing a pool with a first
mortgage, but he urges consumers to always view the addition of a pool as an investment in your fan1ily entertainment.
"You can expect to receive 50 to 100 percent of the price of the pool at time of resale, depending on the value of the house,
location and the overall setting of your
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• Check out other pools to get a feel for
the shape, size and design you want.
Write down what you do and don't like
about other pools so you can give specific
guidelines to a potential designer.
• Get references from people who have
personal experience with the contractors
you are interested in, and actually go
evaluate those pools.
• Narrow your search to two or three potential contractors a nd check out their
backgrounds. Go to regulatory agencies
like the Nevada State Contractors Board,
Better Business Bu rea u and National
Pool & Spa Institute. Make sure your contractor is licensed, bo nded and insured.
backyard environment," explains Vassallo.
Other payment options include taking a
second mortgage or home equity loan to
pay for your pool. "Whatever route you
f.a!<.e , yuw Iem.llit):; llt:SWLuUull w ill maKe

arrangements for the contractor to be
paid, most likely, in four monthly installments following each phase of your pool's
completion," says Vassallo. "If you have
a pool contractor who asks for a large
portion of money up-front, in exchange
for moving your pool to the 'top of the
list,' look out."
As with most construction projects in
the valley, the majority of pool contractors
utilize subcontractors for various phases
of work, which Vassallo says is nothing for
the consumer to be concerned about.
"Unfortunately, due to the indiscretions of
a few defunct pool builders, lien releases
are required upon completion of each
phase," says Vassallo. "This doesn't mean
you need to be worried about the work of
subcontractors. What you're getting, in

negative edge pool was designed by Exteriors Pools & Landscaping, Inc.
May 1998 •
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reality, is specialized people who have
expertise in their own area."
Vassallo also warns against contractors
who promise quick construction of your
pool. "There are eight basic phases in pool
construction," says Vassallo. "Excavation,
plumbing, concrete shells, electricity,
concrete, decks and plaster. The realistic
time-frame for completing quality work
is six to eight weeks."
+REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS
+REFINANCE/SECONDARY LOAN
ESCROWS
+BULK SALE/BUSINESS SALES
+COLLATERAL DOCUMENT
PROTECTION
+STOCK SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPT
+LOAN SERVICING
+FORECLOSURES

SOUTHWEST ESCROW COMPANY
401 N. Buffalo, Suite 205
Las Vegas, NV 89128

(702) 838-0300
FAX: (702) 838-0526

Not only are we
banking experts,
we're business
experts too.
Visit your local Nevada branch roday:
3490 S. VIRGINIA ST.
RENO, NV
702-829-7453

3990 S. MARY!Al'ID PKWY
LAS VEGAS, V
702-796-420 1
1101 N. CARSON ST.
CARSON CITY, V
702-8 82-5496

398 S. D ECATUR BLVD.
lAS VEGAS, fV
702-870-9262
593 E. PRATER WAY
SPARKS, V
702-355-3151
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. STEPHANIES"I:, B-7
H E DERSON, fV
702-458-5030

2891 N. GREEN VALLEY PKWY
H ENDERSON, V
702-458-6554
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For more information
he NSCB will provide you with written
information regarding a prospective
contractor. The board has the power to determine the qualifications of a contractor
before issuing a license, to establish contractual limits and to discipline licensees
who violate the board's statutes. When requesting infom1ation, be as specific as possible to help expedite your documents. If
possible, include the contractor's business
name and license number.
General License Information Letter:
A general status letter will provide you
with current information about your contractor's state license, including nan1e, address, phone number, classification, monetary license 'limit, owners, partners and
cwTent bond information.
Bond Status Letter: This document
will provide information regarding current
surety bonds on a license, along with upto-date information about the license. A
fee of $1 must accompany this request.
Public Documents: If you want to receive copies of a contractor's bonds or
other business documents, you may obtain
them for a fee of $3. The SCB can provide
you with a wide range of details. For specific infom1ation on what other types of
contractor's documents are available, send
a Wlitten request.
You can also use the SCB to gather information about specific complaints that
may have been lodged against your
prospective contractor. A complaint disclosure summary will outline not only general status information about a licensee,
but a record of valid complaints which
have been investigated and any disciplinary action taken. There is no fee for this
inquiry; all requests must be made in writing to the NSCB and contain the contractor's license number.
•
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The Contract
The Nevada State Contractors Board
states all contracts for residential pools
or spas exceeding $1,000 must be in writing and contain the following elements:
• Contractor name , owner name and
specific project information
• Start and approximate completion
date of project
• Agreement to provide written schedu le
for starting and finishi ng each phase of
the project - completion should not exceed 30 days for each phase
• Description of project and total dollar
amount of work
• Dollar amount of advance payment or
down payment- this amo unt should not
exceed $1,ooo or 10 percent of the total
cost, whichever is less
• Complete payment schedule detailed
in dollars and cents
• Agreement that contractor will provide
full and unconditional lien releases to the
owner following completion and payment
of each stage of the project
• Agree ment by contractor to pay
subcontractors and suppliers promptly
upon completion of each stage, an d
provide owner with a statement confirming payment
• Agreement that contractor may request
fi nal payment for the final stage of project only after the completion of plastering and final building department inspection, provided the decking, fenc ing and
installation of equipment provided for in
the contract is complete

Write TO:
Nevada State Contractors Board
4220 S. Maryland Pkwy.
Las Vegas, NV 89119
or
70 Linden St.
Reno, NV 89502

Or Call:
Nevada State Contractors Board
"Contracto r Quick Check"
486-1100
National Pool & Spa Institute: 457-0556
Better Business Bureau:
440-3003
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- Located at the new Galleria at Sunset mall in Henderson,

WestPark Plaza Galleria, provides tenants with great visibility and
~

fSTHHICS

-The project's modern design includes the extensive
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use of marble and glass, lush landscaping, dynamic entryway and
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easy access from the freeway, Sunset Road and Stephanie Street.

Serving the West Valley:
WestPark Plaza Rainbow

WestPork Plaza Galiena

!-

unique architecture.

MfNITifS

-A generous tenant improvement package, abundant

parking and high-tech security are just a few of the many features
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GALlERIA BLVD.
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GALlERIA MALL
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ofWestPark Plaza Galleria.

for Leasing information:
LYLf BRfNNliN & liSSOCIATfS (702) 592-4098 .. (702) 731-9007
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Building, Nevada
GRUBB &ELLIS I NEVADA COMMERCIAL GROUP
Finding their niche
by Jackie Shelton

nyone operating a successful business
knows that it's much easier to keep
existing clients happy than it is to acquire
new clients. John Pinjuv and Roxanne
Stevenson, co-owners of Grubb & Ellis/
Nevada Commercial Group (G&EINCG), put
this creed into practice every day. "When
you deal honestly and ethlcally with people, it's got to work for both sides. Otherwise, no one wins," says Pinjuv.
Pinjuv and Stevenson started their company two and a half years ago. After working together for 12 years at Real Properties
Limited, they knew they had what it took
to run a successful brokerage finn. Both
wanting to specialize in conm1ercial brokerage and management, they opened the
Nevada Commercial Group in 1995.
Grubb & Ellis, based in Chlcago and one
of the largest publicly-traded conm1ercial
real estate service firms in the U.S., initiated a national affiliate progran1 around the
same tin1e. The Nevada Commercial Group
was the first affiliate to come under the
program, changing its name to Grubb &
Ellis/Nevada Commercial Group. G&E has
since expanded to include 24 affiliate offices and 96 national offices.
Though G&EINCG is fairly new, it ah·eady
represents a large portion of real estate in
Northern Nevada. Currently, G&EINCG leases and/or manages more than 2 million
square feet of combined retail, office/medical and industrial space. The fim1's listing
inventory of investment properties and raw
land averages $20 million annually.
Pinjuv says the company has grown so
fast plimarily due to past relationshlps.
"We've assembled an excellent team, each
member of whlch has a minimum of 15
years' expelience," he says. "Many past
business relationshlps are at work here. "
Most of G&EINCG's clients live out of

A
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"We try to help the landlords
cost-wise, making cost-cutting suggestions. We always
put our clients first; we know
we're spending their money,
so we're very cautious."
- John Pinj uv, co-ow ner,
Grubb & EUis/Nevada Commercial Group

state. Pinjuv, Stevenson and their staff
se1ve as the local faces, starting with finding the tenants, handling credit checks and
negotiating the leases. But their duties
don't stop there. They continue to work
with the tenants, overseeing everything
from rent collections, maintenance, and
space planning to accounting and marketing. "Because most of our owners are out
of state they rely on our expertise and
ethics to keep their buildings operating at

a maxin1um level," Pinjuv says. "We have
some owners that have only been to town
two or three times. We just send them their
check every month. "
On many projects, G&EINCG is involved
before the ground has been broken, sitting
in on meetings with the developer, contractors, archltects and space planners.
"We try to get in there early so the space is
designed to work best for our tenant's
needs," says Pinjuv. They're also looking at
the bottom line. "We try to help the landlords cost-wise, making cost-cutting suggestions. We always put our clients first;
we know we're spending their money, so
we're very cautious. n
G&EINCG isn't limited to working with
landlords. The company also services
many tenants in the area, not just with
their own buildings, but with any building
in the area When representing the tenant,
G&E/NCG first finds the office space,
then negotiates tile leases.
AB with most real estate professionals,
the people at G&EINCG represent one side
of the equation, either the landlord or the
tenant. However, Pinjuv says keeping both
sides happy is clitical and fairly easy to do.
"We really feel that the transaction has to
be beneficial for the tenant and the landlord, or tile buyer and tile seller, or it won't
work in tile long run,n he says.
Among the properties tile Nevada Commercial Group manages are the Airport
Plaza office building, Corporate Pointe at
Meadowood, tile Silver State Shopping Center in Sparks and tile Ridgeview Shopping
Center in northwest Reno. One of the fiml's
newest properties is tl1e Pointe at Double
Dian1ond, whlch will soon be 130,000
square feet of class A office space. Pinjuv
expects to stalt leasing the first phase,
25,000 square feet, in September of 1998.

• LAND PLANNING
• MAPPING
• DEVELOPMENT

6ui[cfing re[ationships . . .
6ui[cfing communities

SOUTHWEST

SINCE 1985

5426 West Vegas Drive

las Vegas, NV 89108

Phone: (702) 648-9700

FAX: (702) 648-4143

When it comes to relocating your company ...

Flexibility is
Everything!
When Roxanne Stevenson
and John Pinjuv decided to
launch their new firm in
1995, they both knew they
had the makings of a successful brokerage. In just
its third year, the company
expects to gross $1 million.
G&EINCG employs seven brokers, two
property managers and four administrative
staff members. Expected gross income for
1998 will be $1 million with a goal of doubling production in the next two years. "It's
still a fairly small market and we're not
maxed out, but we won't double in size as
far as employees," says Pinjuv.
Though Reno seems to have exploded in
recent years, Pinjuv says there's still plenty
of potential for more growth. He says most
of these new office complexes that have
popped up are full of new businesses, with
the vacancy rate in the single digits. "Right
now it's very healthy and we don't see a
glut, at least in the near future," says Pinjuv.
Stevenson, Pinjuv, and their associates,
have proven another basic tenet of business. If you love what you do and you treat
•
people right, success will follow.

offers a full range of choices
for your company's next home
Conveniently Located at
Warm Spring Road and I-215

·~

For Leasing Information Call

(702) 260-1008
T HOMAS

& M ACK 0 ·
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Building, Nevada
MONTEREY POOLS
Building commercial and residential pools with attention to quality & service

t's not easy to fmd a connection between careers in pool building and the
law. However, Monterey Pools co-owner
Lou Toomin has combined the two areas.
His vision as a pool builder and installer providing for and protecting conswners also colored his tenure as a evada ABsemblyman in 1993. Too min's commitment
to service and accommodating pool buyers' needs gave rise to a forward-thinking
approach to pool-contracting regulations;
he introduced industry legislation that
later became law, virtually word-for-word.
"Legislative changes have enabled the
Nevada State Contractors Board [NSCB] to
take more actions to protect consumers,"
noted Toomin, of the laws derived from his
ideas. "While the 1 SCB isn't yet a full regulatory agency, they now mandate and enforce numerous regulations. For example,
pool contractors must complete building
and installation within 90 days. The NSCB
also made lien releases a more in1portant
part of the process. Most importantly, it
can govern the down payments pool
builders receive. "
The latter issue is a significant one for
many consumers. St01ies proliferate about
buyers who pay up to 95 percent of the
contract price before work conunences,
only to watch the contractor disappear
without finishing the pool. Addressing
consumers' concerns has transcended
Toomin's expetiences in the legislature,
and has embodied his customer service
philosophy as a pool contractor. "We realize our customers want their pool completed to their expectations before they
pay in entirety, so we hold back a larger
payment portion until the pool has been up
and running for two weeks and the customer is happy," stated Toomin, who credits his wife and Monterey co-owner, Mary,

I
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Mon terey has instaUed pools joT a number of commeTcial clients such as Oasi s RV PaTk.

with expanding the business while he
served in the Nevada Legislature. "It's a
tremendous pleasure to know our customers trust us to give them what they've
paid for, and it's nice to see them so
pleased with the entire process."
Toomin has been building that sense of
trust with his clients since 1986, when he
bought Monterey Pools. "Our goal revolves
around building the finest pool we can, and
delivering that to consumers for an affordable price and with minin1al problems," explained Toomin, who, before obtaining his
contractor's license, owned the state's
largest pool-servicing firm. "It can be traumatic for buyers to watch their yard be torn
up as they endme six to eight weeks of
major construction work. We want them to
have something they can er\ioy for years
to come. That induces us to build the

best pool we can in a timely manner. "
For Toomin and Monterey, delivering a
quality pool requires utilizing the finest
and most cunent equipment, materials and
technology available. "Rather than fiberglass, we use gunnite [a type of concrere
for its strengtl1 and durability, and we provide lifetin1e warranties on the produCIE
we use. We also include reinforced struCtural steel meeting engineers' qualifications," Toomin described. "We're warran _stationed for equipment suppliers, so ""
have first-hand information regar~
products with the fewest problems. Tha:
helps us determine what we install."
Quality equipment alone doesn't ensure
client satisfaction with pools. Every :\Ionterey customer enjoys personalized trearment from Toomin and his staff. "Since ~
work on only 50 to 60 pools a yeru~ I <Z'

visit each job site on an almost daily basis
and check the progress," he explained.
"Most of our residential clients have never
had a pool installed, and they're often
amazed at the amount of electrical work
and plumbing that enters into the process.
It's in1portant we explain things at every
phase. Also, the lower number of pools we
build each year allows us to be flexible as
a project advances, so we can work with
changes in pool shape, tiles or deck size.
Accommodating our clients means remaining accessible to them at all times, so they
have my home phone and cell phone numbers, and they know they can contact me
with any questions or concerns. Among
our residential customers, we have a 100
percent referral rate, which says we're
doing our job well."
Monterey's commercial pools total
about 70 percent of its business. The company installs conm1ercial pools for Falcon
Development, Saxon Inc., Torino Construction and Amland Development. Monterey also built the pool at the Oasis RV
Park across from the Boomtown Hotel &
Casino, as well as pool facilities for
Wellington Meadows Apartments. Toomin
takes substantial ptide in one pruticularly
special facility: a natatorium at Suruise
Hospital designed to provide therapy for
handicapped patients. "The Suruise Hospital pool features a wheelchair ran1p, a spa
and specially-designed railings and tiles,"
Toomin desctibed.
As Toomin looks to the future of Monterey Pools, he's eager to incorporate additional state-of-the-art technologies, including advanced fiber optics lighting
systems, remote control features and
iinprovcd materials like

We can help you get there.
Insight Development introduces:

Insight Aircenter
Sunset
• 13 Acre Corporate Service Center
ear McCarran Airport,
Fronting Sunset Road, 1/ 2 Mile
East of Eastern

Hydr.o;,zzo, a

crushed-marble aggregate so hard it resists algae growth and staining.
As residential and commercial building in
outhern Nevada maintains the frenetic
pace, real estate owners will continue to
demand responsive, attentive service from
pool contractors. The Toomins have positioned Monterey Pools to meet consumers'
needs, whether those needs encompass a
standard rectangular pool or a custom
water feature. For Monterey Pools, a satisfied customer is the highest reward. •

• Sunset Road Retail Pads
• Free Standing Buildings For Sale
As Small As 3,917 Square Feet
~

3,500 Square Foot Dock
Hi/Grade Level Units For Lease

• Build To Suit.. Up To 30,000
Square Feet
• 1,800 Square Foot Grade Le\·el
Units
• Immediate Occupancy
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Pacific Business Center
enters phase III
Burnett Haase Construction recently
broke ground on Phase III of the Pacific
Business Center in Henderson. The third
phase consists of 13.4 acres and features
fom tilt-up office and industrial buildings
totaling 232,423 square feet of space. The
project is a joint ventme partnership of
Pacific Properties and
orthwestem
Mutual Life Insmance Company. Construction is slated for completion this July.

Northern AGCrecognizes
leaders in safety
The 01th.em evada Associated General
Contractors (AGC) recently announced
winners of its 1997 Safety Awards. Winners
were chosen based on SIIS worker's compensation records conelating work homs
and nun1ber of accidents. The Golden Hat
Award, which recognizes the AGC member
with the best overall safety record was
given to TW Construction. Contractor
recipients were United Constmction Company, Quilici Construction, Earl Gan1es,
Inc. and Moody-Weiske Construction.
Subcontractors honored include Gardner
Engineering, Lindell's Painting Service,
Lucky Concrete and Savage & Son, Inc.
Suppliers that maintained the best safety
record in 1997 are Nevada Cement Company, Securitylink from Ameritech, Siena
Rentals & Transportation Company, Inc.
and Wedco, Inc.

Winery expands in
Northern Nevada
Kendall-Jackson Wmery announced it will
expand the operations of its national distribution center from its cuiTent location in
Sparks, to a new 193,600-square-foot leased
location ln Dermody Properties' Sout11
48 1ievada Business joumal •
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Meadows Distribution Center in south
Reno. The expansion is a result of a continuing strong demand for premium wines
from the coastal regions of California.

Corporate Estates designed
for small professional firms
Parkway Corporate Estates, a complex
featwing 26 one-story detached buildings
ranging from 5,000 to 9,000 square feet is
planned for the Sun1merlin area. The development is one of the area's first executive office parks designed for sale, and will
be marketed to small professional companies. The project will be built in two phases with construction on the 70,000-squarefoot first phase scheduled to begin in July.
The second phase is expected to be completed by 2000.

Signature Homes acquires
three communities
Signature Homes announced the acquisition of tlu·ee conm1W1ities, including more
than 229 W1its, from Avalon Homes. The
addition of the comrnW1ities, all located in
the northwest valley, brings the total nun1ber of Signatme Homes conm1W1ities to
11. The approximate value of the transaction is $31,758,000, based on the total average gross sales price of the homes and lots
at build-out.

Assisted living community
introduced in Summerlin
Cresent Development Company, is planning to break ground in early June on a $12
million, 125-suite assisted living conmmnity in Sunm1erlin. Loca,ted in Pueblo Village,
the 100,000-squa.re-foot facility will be the
first assisted living comrnW1ity to locate in
Sunm1erlin. The facility will include housing, supportive services, personalized assistance and healthcare designed for those
who need help with daily living activities.
The comrnW1ity is expected to be ready for
occupancy early next year.

AGC's Operation Desert
Clean-Up saves taxpayers
The Associated General Contractor's
(AGC) fourth annual Operation Desert
Clean-Up event was recently held on 60
acres of publicly owned land directly behind Cimarron-Memmial High School at
the northwest comer of Lake Mead Drive
and Tenaya Avenue in Las Vegas. early
300 active participants collected approximately 220 tons of garbage and debris, savmg taxpayers $4U,UUU in clean-up fees.

CTescent Development Company's A.
Cad171 Genena stands at the site of the
fut~tTe SeviUe assisted living facility.

Commercial Real Estate Market Report
INDUSTRIAL MARKET SUMMARY
LAS VEGAS: The industrial market rema ined

and small bu ildings are added to the invento-

square feet. Properties in the 2o,ooo- to

robust in the first quarter of 1998. A substantial portion of the product overage that hit the

ry, and a growing trend by developers to build
high-tech corporate projects is well-received

75,ooo-square-foot range are experiencing a
10 to 15 percent rise in rents due to increased

market in the third and fourth quarters of 1997

by the marketplace .

has been absorbed. As a result, 1998 projecti ons look healthy with growth, development
and absorption achieving the proper ratios.

construction costs.
More build-to-suit projects are on line for

RENO: The Reno / Sparks industrial market
continued the growth mode established over

1998 with just under 1 million square ,'eet

the past five years with a record 1.8 million

The southwest and l-15 submarkets remain
strong, with mixed-use rental rates topping the

square feet of gross absorption during the

market due primarily to land price increases.

first quarter of 1998.

completed in 1997. If the historical data holds
true, new speculative construction runs almost identical numbers of square footage
built each year when compared with build-to-

Large distribution space in North Las Vegas

New speculative projects planned for 1998

suit projects. This year should be no excep-

falls under the " most affordable" category

total almost 2 million square feet, a 25 per-

tion, with plans for just under 2 million square

with several new large-scale projects planned.

feet of build-to-suit space due in 1998.

Th e Henderson corridor has seen the most

cent increase over last year. The 1998 outlook
favors continued sustained growth with sta-

aggressive and varied growth as both large

ble rents for properties exceeding 75,000

OFFICE MARKET- 4th Quarter 1997
TOTAL MARKET
Number of Properties

RENO
166
413,183

Percent Vacant

1,755.574
11.50%

New Construction

1,528,215

194.000

New Construction
Net Absorption (SF)

Avg Lease SF/Mo (FSG- NNN)*

132,440
$1.10

Average Lease (NNN)

Under Construction

145.000

IJnder Construction

310,400

Planned Construction

Net Absorption (SF)

Planned Construction

RENO

2,555.954

194

75

980,273

379.916

Vacant Square Feet

4-30%

5-70%
325,000
185,000

Percent Vacant

$1.28

$1.04

1.)47.294
2.)52,826

0

680,000

POWER (ENTERS-

Number of Properties

28

20

3,267,211 1,236,000

RETAIL (ENTERS

TOTAL MARKET
Number of Properties

Total Square Feet

32,621,791

Percent Vacant

Number of Properties
Vacant Square Feet

Net Absorption (SF)

65 ,200
$1.25

Percent Vacant

Under Construction

Avg Lease SF/Mo (FSG- NNN)*

543.410
$2.11

Under Construction

532,891

122,000

Net Absorption (SF)

Planned Construction
(LASS 'B' OFFICE PROPERTIES

959.528

137.000

Average Lease (N N N)

Percent Vacant
New Construction

Under Construction
Planned Construction
(LASS'(' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Number of Properties

450,000

97.500
101,500

$1.27

$1.00

Under Construction

0

0

Planned Construction

0

New Construction

Planned Construction
Less than 5,000 SF

1o.oo%

Number of Properties

970,973

32,500

Total Square Feet (G LA)

Vacant Square Feet

48 2

1

Vacant Square Feet

Percent Vacant

Percent Vacant

New Construction

506,778

98,500

New Construction

Net Absorption (SF)

1,539,772

8s.ooo
92
942,750

Vacant Square Feet

351,231

181,085

Percent Vacant

11.09%

19.00%

New Construction
38,613
17,500
Net Absorption "'<s:-::F):;--- - - ----=-3.::.c
2c:
, 5-"'
11'------'1"-o'"'
.9c:o:.::
o
$1.53

$o.6o

Under Construction

12,595

15,200

Planned Construction

56,654

18,200

43

181,500

$1.45

$t.o8

1,273,239
2,062,779
STRIP (ENTERS- RETAIL (ENTERS

550,000

Under Construction

Planned Construction

Number of Properties

0

69

27

New Construction

30,055

58,620

Net Absorption (SF)

<28,184 >

21,000

$1.oo

$0.97

Under Construction
Planned Construction

Total Square Feet

15,663,205
397.412
2-54o/o
455.592
440,247
820,204

Under Construction
Planned Construction

830,000
1,400,000

Average Lease (MG)
Less than 5,000 SF
From s.ooo-1s,ooo SF

$0.79
$0.63

Greater than 15,000 SF

$0.29

3,641,855

et_ _ _ _ _2~3'-'4"'.3'-'7~9--'7'-'
7 '"7_,
- 48.:...
Vacant Square Fe-'Percent Vacant
6.44°/o
8.50%

Average Lease (NNN)

*Average Monthly Lease Rates for Las Vegas reported
as Full-Service Gross and for Reno as Net Net Net.

Number of Properties
106

1,032,257

Total Square Feet (GLA)

$0.54 $0.70·0.84

SiNGLE-TENANT PROPERTIES

13.55%

Net Absorption (SF)

1.300,000

From 5,000·15,000 SF
Greater than 15,000 SF

RETAIL (ENTERS WITH ANCHOR(S)

Average Lease (N NN)

3.768,742

Average Lease (NN N- MG)*

145,920

141

Avg Lease SF/Mo (FSG- NNN)*

New Construction

5
1,031,000

1,197,572

3,168,220

Total Square Feet

19
5,689.615

COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL (ENTERS-

~::s:~~:i-;~;~-'
,:, ;";~FO:~:-G:-: --:N-::N-::N-:c)-:-*--''"':_~;; ·1.:_:. ~:: .:_.....:,
: ~:,.~:"-~~<.:.;

866,000
1aoo,ooo

Vacant Square Feet

WITH MINIMAL OR No IN-LINE SPACE
Total Square Feet (GLA)

Vacant Square Feet

1,911,193
5,807,229

Number of Properties

>1~0,000 Sf

s.oo%
61,000

54

2,490,857
1,888,066

MULTI-TENANT PROPERTIES

60,200

234

5.151,126
4.098,082

Planned Construction

6-33%
518,269

Number of Properties

4.448,155
10.60%

Under Construction

206,771

Total Square Feet

3.793.559
7.86%

Net Absorption (SF)

Percent Vacant
New Construction

RENO
673

New Construction

Vacant Square Feet

Net Absorption (SF)

LAs VEGAS
1,206

Total Square Feet

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

(LASS 'A' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Total Square Feet

LAs VEGAS

Total Square Feet

Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet

INDUSTRIAL MARKET- 4th Quarter 1997

RETAIL MARKET- 4th Quarter 1997
TOTAL MARKET
Number of Properties

LAs VEGAS
403

NEXT MONTH: Office Market Summary

74,055

o

290,047

85,000

lAS VEGAS STATISTICS COMPILED BY LEE
RENO STATISTICS COMPILED BY GRUBB

&

Abbreviations

MG:

BTS: Build To Suit

NNN: Net Net Net

Modified Gross

FSG: Full-Service Gross

SF:

GLA: Gross Leasable Area

YTD: Year To Date

& ASSOCIATES

Square Foot

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES

ELLIS NEVADA COMMERCIAL GROUP
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LIFESTYLES

Reviewed by
Kathleen Foley

THE DISTINCTIVE
DINING EXPERIENCE
Ruth's Chris Steak House
Las Vegas

791-70 JJ or 248-7011

uth 's Chri s Steak House has earned its
reputation as the "Home of Serious
Steaks." Their steaks come only from selected Midwestern beef, corn-fed, aged,
and never frozen, and then served sizzling
on heated plates. The menu also includes
some of the traditional favorites of New
Orleans cuisine, and fine wines are available to complement any selection . Portions are generous enough to share.
The Paradise Road location offers a special luncheon menu Monday through Friday and a classic dinner menu seven nights
a week until 10:30 p.m. It recently underwent an extensive remodel , and the special
event seating area can now accommodate
up to 200 guests in a traditional "dining
room"' setting. A warm and classic decor of
dark mahogany, brass and brocade is
prominent throughout the restaurant.
Located j ust west of the Gold Coast
Hotel, the West Fl amingo Road location is
also open seven days, from 4:30 p.m. until
3:00 a.m. and offers an engaging bistrotype dining atmosphere, and live jazz beginning at 10:00 p.m. Tuesdays th rough
Saturdays, with a special late-night menu.
All major credit cards are accepted and
reservations are suggested.

R

Casablanca Grill
Reno

852 -1 942

asab lanca Grill is a one-of-a-kind establishment conceived and designed
especially for Longley West Plaza and the
surrounding southwest Reno neighborhood. This escape from the ordinary neighborhood restaurant and bar brings back the

C
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mystery, intrigue, romance and excitement
of Casablanca, the classic Academy
Award-winning film starring Humphrey
Bogart and Ingrid Bergman. Casablanca
Grill 's approach to the suburban bar and
grill is to meld the elegant surroundings
and attenti ve service usually reserved for a
fine dining estaBli shment with the casual,
fun and relaxed atmosphere of a neighborhood tavern. The oversized bar and cocktail lounge area, along with the popularlypriced menu, make for a memorable dining
experience that can be enjoyed (and afforded) several times a week. Thi s most unusual place inspired by Rick 's Cafe Americain
has quickly established itself as Reno's
newest choice for the " power lunch.'" The
exotic surroundings and efficient yet unobtrusive waitstaff create the perfect ambiance, whether you are closing a deal or
dining with a special someone.
Casablanca Grill is open Monday
through Saturday, 11 :00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m .
and Sunday I l:OO am to midnight. It is
cigar-friendly after 10:00 p.m.

The Sportsman's Galley
Las Vegas

367-7775

hi s newl y-remodeled and unique
theme restaurant is located on West
Spring Mountain Ro ad just east of
Decatur. The decor celebrates saltwater

T

Sportsma11 's Galley offers a wide va riety of
wild game selections such as Cajun-style
alligator over wild rice with black bean
relish and demi gla::.e.
fishing, North American big game, wild
game birds and hunting dogs . In addition
to offeri ng a full breakfast and lunch
menu, it features a dozen or more wild
game entrees da ily. Sportsmen. as well as
those seeki ng a unique dining experience,
will enjoy great food including fres h and
salt water game fish , wild game birds and
other exotic dishes at very affordable
prices. Pheasa nt, quail, Mallard duck, alligator, buffalo, e lk, deer and wild boar are
regular menu items. The Sportsman's Galley also offers several wild game appetizers and "sampler platters" for those who
would prefer to taste smaller portions before ordering a full dinner entree. You ' ll be
surprised by the flavors (absolutely no
wild game taste) and pleased with the creative presentations. Chef Michael claims
wild game is actually quite healthful because it is low in fat and salt and is highly
nutritious. He prepares it with complementary natural herbs, spices and sauces.
The Sportsman 's Galley is open seven
days a week from 6:00 a. m. to 10:00 p.m.
The restaurant also offers take-out, delivery and catering services. Larger group
and dinner meetings may be accommodated through advance reservations.
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Cordially invites you to attend a presentation of the

1998

LAS VEGAS PERSPECTIVE
- Portrait of Southern Nevada Featuring

U.S. SENATOR HARRY REID
and Special Guest Speaker

JACK WHEELER, PH.D.

U.S. Senator
Harry Reid

Creator of the "Reagan Doctrine'; Dr. Wheeler will
discuss why the IRS is doomed, why government
is becoming obsolete, & how Southern Nevada
is positioned to survive the Technology Age.

CASHMAN FIELD AUDITORIUM •

825 No. LAS VEGAS BLVD.

THURSDAY, MAY

28, 1998

No-HOST COCKTAILS: 3:30PM • PRESENTATION: 4:00PM

ATTENDANCE IS $25 PER PERSON
INCLUDES ONE

1998

PERSPECTIVE BOOK

Please RSVP by phone

458-0250

Dr. Jack Wheeler

SPEAKING FOR NEVADA
by U.S. Congressman John Ensign (R-Nev)

Our Healthcare System Needs an
Infusion of Common Sense

I

spend a lot of time speaking before
women's groups, seniors' groups and
veterans ' organizations, but I spend more
time listening to the members of these
groups. Healthcare remains an issue of
concern common to all of them. The topic
of healthcare has, for good reason , long
been a high priority among Nevadans. The
questions and concerns about healthcare
vary widely, but everyone with an interest
in the issue is concerned about cost. And
no discussion about cost can be held without a discussion about unscrupulous trial
lawyers and their role in driving up
healthcare costs with frivolous lawsuits.
As a member of Congress, I am fully
entrenched in the sometimes maddening
effort to infuse some common sense into
the process of crafting legislation that reflects the concerns of evadans. The frustrations of the process, however, make the
successes all the more enjoyable. An example is legislation I recently introduced
that will have a major effect on the healthcare system by reducing the negative impact of ambulance chasing trial lawyers.
The bill is titled the Frivolous Lawsuit
Elimination Act and is designed to reduce
healthcare costs while protecting - those
who have legitimate claims against
healthcare providers.
The Frivolous Lawsuit Elimination Act
sets a cap on the amount of punitive damages awarded in a medical malpractice
case. Plaintiffs will still be allowed to seek
damages over that cap, but if they lose
they must pay all attorney fees. Conversely, if defendants lose, they must pay all attorney fees. This bill restores reason and
fairness to the healthcare system by working to put an end to outrageous lawsuits
that clog our court system and drive up the
cost of healthcare.
; 2 Nevada Business Journal •
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My profession as a veterinarian has put
me in close contact with the medical community throughout evada, and I've had a
front row seat for spirited discussions
about lawyers, lawsuits, malpractice insurance, and other aspects of the healthcare
system and its costs. Doctors spend as
much as $80,000 each year on malpractice
insurance. We all know who pays those
costs - the patients. We can accomplish a
great deal toward restoring some sanity to
the system by saying no to greedy trial
lawyers who are milking the system to line
their own pockets.
The outrageous costs created by frivolous lawsuits contribute to a large contingent of uninsured people. Nevada, in fact,
ranks first in the nation in the number of
uninsured citizens. We need to work to
drive down costs for the uninsured while
protecting the Medicare trust fund.
When it comes to health issues for seniors, breast cancer is always at the top of
the li st of concerns. This is another area
where common sense was badly lacking as
far as the federal government's approach,
and one in which I was able to make a difference with the help and hard work of
dedicated Nevadans.
The risk of breast cancer increases every
year for a woman after the age of 40, but
you may be shocked to learn that Medicare
wou ld only pay for a mammogram every
other year. This was unacceptable, so I instructed my staff to dig through the legislative procedures and find a way to fix
the problem. We were successful. The
Breast Cancer Early Detection Act is now
law, and it provides Medicare coverage for
senior women every year. Early detection
will mean less extensive treatment for
those who are diagnosed with breast cancer, perhaps meaning the relatively simple

The Frivolous Lawsuit
Elimination Act sets a cap
on the amount of punitive
damages awarded in a medical malpractice case. Plaintiffs will still be allowed to
seek damages over that cap,
but if they lose they must
pay all attorney fees.
- Congressman John Ensign
procedure of removing a suspicious lump
as opposed to a mastectomy. Medicare
coverage for annual mammograms will
provide peace of mind for those fortunate
enough not to be stricken with breast cancer, and early detection can mean successful treatment for those who are. The bottom line is that restoring much-needed
common sense to the government's role in
this important debate can, in the long run,
save lives.
Healthcare is one of those issues important enough to be of great concern to
Nevadans because it affects all Nevadans
there if we have the courage to face tb
head on and the will to fight for comm
sense remedies.

INSIDE POLITICS
by Michael Sullivan

NEGATIVE CAMPAIGN TACTICS
The stock and trade of the successful candidate?

t's still a few months away, but soon
your mailboxes, radios, roadways and
televisions will be over-saturated with political messages. Some will be positive,
sugary-sweet stories of a candidate's good
deeds and amazing accomplishments. If
done well, these messages will make yo u
wonder how you ever got along without
that particular politician in office. They
will also try to hit your hot-button issues growth, crime, education- and point to the
candidate's sterling record on these topics.
There's also another type of message
you will receive, however. It's the kind that
has given politics a bad name: the extremely nasty attack, acc using opponents
of everything from bad votes to accepting
money from special interests - and worse.
At best, these images will repulse you, and
make you wonder how anyone could do
the things mentioned. Even if yo u support
the candidate being attacked, you can't
help but wonder whether even some of
what is being said is the truth.
Casual observers often question why all
these messages are necessary. Why can't a

As recent elections have shown, people
just don ' t vote anymore. The figures are
as tounding for a country that prides itself
on being the oldest and greatest democracy in the world. General statewide elections often dip below 50 percent, and municipal elections average an abysmal 20
percent, or lower. What makes those figures even more astounding is when you

Cd.Itdidatc just win by seating his or her

consider those percentages are of reg,:s-

own positive qualities? Is it really necesary to destroy an opponent's reputation in
order to win an election?
Unfortunately, the answer is often yes,
although the reasons may surprise yo u.
It has nothing to do with wanting to be
nasty, or having a strong competitive spirit. While the candidates producing this
negative advertising want to win, they
aren't bad people. They don't beat their
wives, their pets, or eat raw meat for
breakfast. The reason the negative campaign tactics work has everything to do
with the nature of our electorate and the
times in which we live.

tered voters, already far less than 50 percent of our population.
So, do you think these voters, who 've
already shown a great amount of apathy,
are going to come out just because one
candidate is a really fine human being?
Or are they going to come out because
the opponent is the anti-Christ, un-American, and must be stopped at all costs?
The rule is that if people are happy and
content, they don ' t worry about voting.
Perhaps it's a way of saying "I want everything to stay just the way it is." However,
if it can be proven to voters that they really aren't happy. then they might just jump

I

Often, in districts where
especially negative campaigns are waged, some
voters protest by refusing
to vote in that race. But if
the person normally would
have supported the incumbent, then that non-vote is
as good as a vote for the
opponent, and vice versa.

up off the couch and head to the voting
booth. Hence, the need for negative, or
"issue-driven" campaigns.
If a campaign gets really nasty, however, you can bet the candidate doing the
mud-slinging doesn ' t want anyone to vote
-except his or her closest supporters. They
know they will lose votes by being negative, but they are banking on the disgusting
messages to keep enough of their opponent's voters home to ensure victory.
The strategy is astoundingly successful.
It has worked for Republicans and Democrats alike, as it did in 1994, when several
local candidates used blistering campaigns
to beat incumbents. In that year, Assemblywoman Kathy Augustine accused opponent, Sen. Lmi Brown, of not saying the
Pledge of Allegiance. The attack was not
truthful, as Augustine later admitted, but
she used it to beat Brown in their Senate
District 7 contest.
Often when you look at the voter turnout
in districts where especially negative campaigns are waged, some of the people who
go to the polls refuse to vote in that partieu}ar race. They Jea ve .'t bJank on thejr
ballot, probably as a way of telling the
candidates they disapprove of their tactics.
But if that person normally would have
supported the incumbent, then that nonvote is as good as a vote for the opponent,
and vice versa.
So when you get turned off by all those
horrible mail pieces and television ads and
decide not to vote, remember: you may be
doing exactly what the producer of those
negati ve messages wants you to do. •
Mike Sullivan runs Paladin Advertising, a
local government affairs and political consulting finn.
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"The Las Vegas Chamber of
Commerce offers services that can
benefit any industry and any size
company. From new member
orientations to multiple networking
events to informational seminars,
the Chamber takes care of its
members."
Jane Whisner, CPC
The Eastridge Group
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CALL 735-2718

MARKETING
by John R. Graham

WHY TURN SALES PROS INTO TELEMARKETERS?
Creating the prospect-driven company
rospecting today is far more complicated than getting on the phone and setting
up appointments. Unfortunately, that's
what many salespeople continue doing and
what their sales managers expect.
Because prospecting is the single most
crucial issue when it comes to increasing
sales, it's time to face up to reality. Of
course, there are those who will disagree,
perhaps vehemently, at placing prospecting
as the top priority. Technique is perhaps
most important to some salespeople. Others
may feel the company or product is essential to success. Each plays a role, of course,
but prospects d1ive the sales engine. This is
why there's such a conflict in the world of
sales between prospecting and selling. To
ask the question pointedly: Who's supposed
to be doing what to whom?
Your sales division is too imponant to
permit it to be anything less than a carefully crafted and highly efficient system that
makes it possible for salespeople to spend
their time selling. If a salesperson can
spend more time in front of qualified
prospects rather than trying to find them,
sales productivity goes up.
Talking to prospects who want to talk to
a salesperson changes the salesperson 's
role. The motivated prospect looks to the
salesperson as a problem-solver or resource
rather than someone who is "selling."

P

Lead Generation
Identify the right customers. A company
should be a lead-generating organization
and the primary task for developing leads
is a company's responsibility. Just as a
company creates products and services to
sell, its other job is to create customers
who want to buy.
What about the salespeople? Are they

outside the prospect identification loop?
Of course not. They should be identifying
possible prospects and feeding them into
the prospect database so that a file can be
developed on each one.
This raises the question of a proprietary
interest in prospects . Do prospects belong
to the company or to the salesperson?
They are company property and the responsibility for turning them into customers is the salesperson 's task.

Lead Management
Work with prospects until they buy.
Prospect management is also a company's
responsibility. The executive team of an office supply fir~ met to discuss sales su·ategies. When asked to review the prospect
database, one person finall y said, "We
don ' t have one. Each salesperson maintains
his or her own li st."
Managing prospects is the mission of
supervising the creation of a company 's
future. This is how seriously prospecting
should be taken. Yet in most companies it
only infrequently receives more than passing attention . Ironically, the salespeople
are the only ones who maintain the
prospect records. Out of fear and frustration , they guard the information with their
lives, afraid that someone - including the
company - may steal them. This is a concern that 's not without merit. evenheless,
a sales manager should be able to immediately identify each and every prospect, including a hi story of contacts with them.
The prospect management process involves segmenting groups of prospects so
they can be cultivated in appropriate ways.

Prospect D evelopment
Build a relationship with prospects.
While the sales staff should be intimately
involved in the second phase, offering
input and suggestions and designing cultivation efforts, it's in the prospect development phase that salespeople bear a major
responsibility.
When it's appropriate for the cultivated
prospect to be contacted by a salesperson,
or when a prospect requests action, it 's the
salesperson who enters the picture as the
fact-finder, consultant, educator and problem-solver. The sales representative becomes a resource for the customer. The objective is to understand the customer's
agenda rather than moving the customer to
follow the salesperson's script.
The objective of prospecting should be
to allow the salesperson to be the expert,
the one with the knowledge required to
solve the customer's problem . To allow
this valuable asset to waste time scavenging for prospects demeans professional
selling, weakens a company 's position
with prospects and keeps sales productivity far below its potential.
Transfening prospecting to the sales
force is the easy way out and reflects a
company's disregard for selling. When a
company becomes prospect-driven, it fo cuses its energy on the high level of management required for creating customers in
today's competitive environment.
Listen to mes ages from the field. It's
simple and clear: "Gives us the leads and
we'll deliver the sales." The time has come
to stop wasting salespeople's talents. •

Companies that know exactly w ho they

J ohn R. Graham is president of Graham

want to do business with can focus resources on turning prospects into clients .

Communications, a marketing services
and sales consulting firm.
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INTERNET&

Without Janeva
Jan eva bridges the gap between the Internet and
marketing strategy. Whether you already have a
website or are looking to have one created, Janeva
is the right partner for you.
We build websites around our clients marketing and
advertising needs. To make your website deliver the
most impact, we integrate your existing advertising
campaign and marketing components.
If you already have a website and are looking to
improve the marketing and advertising performance, call Janeva first. We can help you take your
website to the next level to make it a vital part of the
marketing strategy.

With Janeva
.Janeva specializes in:
•
Advertising agency outsourcing
•
Working with your MIS dept.
•
Website marketing strategy
Search engine placement
•
•
Advertising integration
•
Creative design

Call 1-800-644-0912 today.
info@janeva.com or http://janeva.com

eva
CORPORATION
Marketing for the Entrepreneur
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CUTTING EDGE
by David J. Stipech

THINKING ABOUT DEVELOPING AWEB SITE?
Tips for the average guy

ast month I gave my "average guy's"
observations about using the Internet.
This month's words of wisdom are for
businesses ready to get serious about developing their own Web site - once again,
from the viewpoint of the "average guy."
Become a ' Net user long before you do a
Web page - It may be stating the obvious,
but it sure seems that a number of Web sites
are designed by people who have never really used the Internet. How else can you explain some of those Web pages that are so
horrid looking, or painfully slow loading,
or basically unnavigable?
Don't do it yourself- A lot of software
claims to allow novices to create Web
pages "like the pros." Don't count on it.
There certainly is some great software out
there, but you'll first need a great deal of
computer and design experience to make it
do its magic. And you should pretty much
forget about using your word processing
program that saves a document in HTML
(the basic Web page design programming
language). It may function, but the result
usually is a pretty pathetic Web page.
Rather, use a Web design pro - In case
you haven' t noticed, there are some truly
breathtaking and outright awesome Web
sites out there, and they 're getting better
every day. And with Web pages, there's no
such thing as a local market - even momand-pop.com is facing off with national
names. You can' t afford to look "home
grown" in the Web marketplace, or you
may as well be shouting, "Don ' t bother
coming here." Web design is a specialized
field, and the best sites are designed by

L
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Plan to invest some bucks -Web design

isn' t cheap, so be prepared to spend some
money. Web users have excellent memories. Once you ' ve sent Web site visitors
away disappointed, they 're gone for good.
So don ' t risk it. Set some decent dollars
aside and find the best designer in your
price range. For limited budgets, it's better
to start off with just a few, great pages,
than a whole site full of junk. Then spruce
them up and expand as you acquire the
funds (that is one of the truly great things
about the Internet- you don ' t have to do
it all the first time).
Keep it ~imple - Just as you wouldn' t
want to do a brochure with 30 typefaces
and six different colors on neon paper
(okay, some of you may, but it's still a bad
idea), a lot of Web pages are over-designed
and overwhelming. Simple pages are easier and faster for your customer to use. And
simple typically costs less. Function is just
as important as appearance.
What computer will be used? - You
may have the fastest, most up-to-date computers available, yet most of us just aren' t
there yet. Make sure it's going to work for
the masses, not just the latest and greatest.
Make ordering simple -If you're going
to sell stuff over the 'Net, make sure the
ordering system works. You ' ll cool a hot
customer in a hurry if they have to spend
too much time completing an order. While
some Web sites have this mastered, far too
many others simply aren ' t easy to use.
Promote your site - Get that Web address on your printed materials, and on the
search engines. Services exist (on the
Web) that can help you do this. Make sure

Include great content, and keep it fresh
-A lot of sites may look pretty, but there's
no real meat. Make sure your site has plenty of well-written, helpful and interesting
content. Constantly refine, remodel andrethink your site to keep users coming back
to see what's new. That's the real secret,
and beauty, of the Internet. You don ' t want
a stagnating "old news" site. If your site
becomes a top source for your customers,
with great links to other sites and updated,
useful information, you've got a winner.
The best rule ·ofthumb is this: don't do
something on your Web page you wouldn't do to customers in person. Would you
look unprofessional or hand out shodd y
marketing materials? Would you make it
hard to take their order? Would you give
them outdated, inaccurate or incomplete
information? Would you break your
promise to deliver? Anything that puts
some human-ness on your site - people's
faces, humor, personality - will be a welcome mat to visitors out in the often cold,
feelingless Web world.
A final note: Don ' t forget, there are a lot
of customers out there without a clue about
the Internet, so don ' t neglect your traditional marketing and customer service. It
will be a long time before the Internet replaces all that - and I personally don ' t
think it ever will.
It's a brave new world out there on the
Internet, where even the little guys have a
shot at the big time. But the ' Net is definitely a place where anything worth doing
is worth doing extremely well.
•

fJCOIJlc know about your s ite, or you're

David Stipeclt is the .founder o.f the

wasting a lot of time, money and effort.

Company, a Reno-based marketing firm.
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STRATEGIES
by George Fuller

REASONABLE WAYS TO REJECT REQUESTS
Ways to soften your refusal of an employee's petition
hether it's an employee seeki ng a
day off during the busiest time of the
year, or someone else looking for a pay
raise, quite frequently a manager has to
say, "No." In fact, under some circumstances, you might even have to reject requests that you would normall y ag ree to.
As you know, it's not always easy to tum
people down, but if you're not careful, you
may find yourself agreeing to things when
it isn' t in your best interest to do so.
Of course, rejecting both reasonable and
frivolous requests goes with your job, and
although sayi ng, " o," may sometimes be
difficult, there are ways to do it that can
soften the blow. For example, one of the
hardest times to say, "No," is when a hard-

ble to give you a raise at this time. I know
that's disappointing, and I wish I could tell
you when the situation will change, but I
can ' t. Let's hope for the best, and perhaps
things will turn around sooner than later."
An even more frequent basis for turning
down employee requests concerns working hours. Commuting arrangements, or
other personal "matters, may occasionally
cause difficulties for employees in terms

When this happens, it's prudent to say
why. Otherwise, workers may think you're
being arbitrary about granting approval , or
else playing favorites.
Although the circumstances and subject
matter which requ ire you to reject requests
may be varied, the following general rules
are helpful when you can ' t honor them.
Be as positive as possible when turning
people down . Sayi ng, "I'm sorry, but
we' re just too busy," doesn ' t have the
harsh tone of a blunt, "No."
Don ' t let your emotions get in the way
of refusing a request. Everyone's desire to
be liked can sometimes cloud the ability to
refuse a request. But remember, respect is
a two-way street, and the person making

working e mployee asks. about the li.Y.eli-

of wodr..ing hours . Natural\)', it's good pol -

the reques t :;hould be cons iderate of yo_.___.....,

hood of a pay raise. This is especially true
when a change in the employee's status is
long overdue, but budgetary constraints,
poor business conditions, or other facto rs
have prevented you from properly rewarding someone for his or her efforts. The best
way to deal with these situations is to level
with workers as to why a promotion or pay
raise isn ' t in the cards at the present time.
When you ' re dealing wi th problems in
thi s area, be careful to avoid making future
promises that are beyond your authority to
carry out. What you rightly view as a
promise contingent upon future events
(s uch as a pickup in business whkh
loosens budgetary constraints) the employee may see as a firm commitment. Then, if
future circumstances don "t allow for the
promise to be can·ied out, you have an unhappy worker who blames you . You're
much better off by telling it like it is and
saying something such as, "With business
off 10 percent from last year, it's impossi-

icy to be as cooperative as possible in
helping people work around temporary
problems, but this isn' t always feas ible.
Nevertheless, how yo u go abo ut turning
down an employee is crucial, si nce employees who feel you·re not being sensitive to their needs are likely to look for
work elsewhere. For this reason, it makes
sense to be as flexible as possible. In fact,
yo ur efforts to be helpful will by themselves serve to lessen any resentment if
you ' re forced to refuse the ·request after
exploring all possible alternatives.
Generally, it isn't a big deal to let an
employee leave a little early, or be a little
late, on occasion. However, it's important
to insist that this be done with your prior
approval. Otherwi se, you're likely to find
people setting their own working hours.
However, even in situations where there's
a fair amount of flexibility in letting employees leave early, there are times when
you will have to refuse such requests.

reasons for saying, "No."
Hold your ground and don ' t waffle
the other person persists in arguing for
positive response. The more yo u appear~
back off, the greater the chances the otheT
person will continue to pursue the issue.
Don't be put on the defensive. Sometimes people seeking something will try
justify it based upon some unrelated e enL
Don ' t be rushed into making a deci ion.
If yo u need time to think about a requ
before responding, say so, but be specifi about when yo u wi ll have an answer.
If you use a conditional "No," such as..
"You can leave early if your work is finished," be precise in setting the condition.
In other words, let people know exact!_
what has to be done to meet any conditio
you impose.

W
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Be careful to avoid making
future promises that are
beyond your authority,
or ability to carry out.

George Fuller is the author of Super•isor's Portable Answer Book published b)·
Prentice Hall.
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New Tax-Saving Opportunities Available
to the Small Business Owner
he Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 is
bringing small business owners the
biggest tax breaks in over 15 years. Take
note of these new tax-saving opportunities
as part of your 1998 tax plan.

T

Welfare-to-Work Credit
Tax credits are especially valuable because they reduce your tax bite dollar-fordollar. The welfare-to-work credit is equal
to 35 percent of the first $1 0,000 of wages
you pay an eligible employee in the first
year of employment, and 50 percent of the
first $10.000 of wages the second year.
To qualify, you must hire someone
from a family who has been on welfare
for at least 18 consecutive months ending
on the hiring date, or who has been ineligible for family assistance for two years
before the hiring date. For each welfare
recipient hired on or subsequent to January 1, 1998 and preceeding May 1, 1999,
you can slash up to $8,500 in taxes over
the next two years.

Work Opportunity Tax Credit
If you hire certain disadvantaged workers by June 30, 1998, you also may qualify for the work opportunity tax credit. You
mu t hire qualified employees including
high-risk youths between the ages of 18
and 24, vocational rehabilitation refetTals,
certain veterans, qualified ex-felons, qualified food-stamp recipients, and, under the
new tax law, qualified recipients of Supplemental Social Security Income. For employees hired on or before September 30,
1997, the maximum credit allowable is
S2.100. For employees hired after that date
and before Jul y l, 1998, the maximum
credit is $2,400 per employee.

Research Tax Credit
To encourage continuing investment by
businesses in research activities. Congress
extended the research tax credit through
June 30, 1998. If you've postponed conducting such research, now is a good time
to launch a major study and claim a credit
for the 1998 tax year.

Captial Gains Tax Cut
Individual business owners can also
benefit thi year from capital gains tax
cuts. The maximum long-term capital
gains rate is now 20 percent (down from
28 percent) for assets held over 18 months
and sold on or itfter July 29. 1997. The law
also cut the capital gains rate for individual
business owners who are in the IS-percent
tax bracket: it"s only 10 percent for married couples with taxable incomes of
$42,350 or less and singles with incomes
of $25,350 or less.
This reduction in capital gains rates provides important incentives to business
owners who may want to sell their businesses or liquidate some assets so they can
put money back into the business for expansion, equipment or other reasons.
Another provision of the new law enables
small business owners and investors to sell
their small -business stock without any tax
obligations, provided they reinvest the gains
in another company's stock and meet certain other requirements. To qualify, the
owners and investors must own stock in a
C corporation that has no more than
$50 million in assets. They must have held
the stock for a period of more than six
months and must reinvest the gains in a new
business within 60 days of the sale date.
This tax break doesn ' t apply to corpora-

tions engaged in a service business, such
as consulting or financial planning.

Alternative Minimum Tax
About 25,000 small corporations will
benefit from another change in the tax law.
Smaller corporations, defined as those
which had average annual gross receipts of
$5 million or less for their 1995, 1996 and
1997 tax years (7 .5 million for later years)
will no longer be subject to the corporate
alternative minimum tax of 20 percent.

Estate Tax
Last year's tax law also changed the estate-planning rules affecting qualified family businesses and farms. Beginning in
199R, the estate-tax exemption will be
gradually increased from $600,000 to I
million by 2006. If you are a qualified
business owner, the maximum exemption
is increased to $1.3 million. This mean
that, with proper planning, small business
owners inay be able to pass on more of
their business assets to their heirs. However. some stringent rules apply. In general,
the value of the business interest must exceed 50 percent of what the estate is worth,
and the owner must have owned and actively participated in the business for five
of the eight years before death.
In addition to these changes, the tax law
also provides increased opportunities for
small business owners to lower their tax
bill while boosting their retirement savings ; claim larger deductions for on-site
business meals ; and write off a larger pro•
portion of health insurance costs.

Prepared by the Nevada Society of Certified Public Accountants.
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Master-planned comn1unities, architects
enjoy continued success
evelopers in
evada's metropolitan
areas have nearly perfected the art of
the master-planned community. Some of
the country 's best-selling master plans reside in the state, and the concept of comprehensively-planned , fully -amenitized
commun ities proves popular.
evada's
master-plans offer something for everyone, with condominiums pri ced under
$ 100,000 to golf course estate in the
seven-figure range. As people continue to
seek endu ting new home values. expect
Nevada's master-plans to remain popular
with a variety of new home buyers.
Vatiety also charactetizes much of the
state's commercial design s.
evada's
large number of thrivi ng architecture
firms helps to explain the state's commercial and resort architecture diversity.
Long renowned for the distinctive nature
of their casi no-hotel archi tecture, some of

D

evada's most established firms are being
sought after to plan resorts around the
world - from Saudi Arabia and South
Africa to Finland and Australia.
As gaming proliferates around the
globe, and Nevada strives to sustain its
high tourism traffic, airlines will entail a
critical component in bringing added visi tors to the region. The state attracts substantial numbers of enplanements from
some of the country 's Jru·gest airlines, and
locally-based airlines oriented toward
sightseeing tours are burgeoning.
Members of the vibrant business commu nity are finding valuable resources and
networking opportunities in the state ·s
many chambers of commerce. As chambers and their members find new ways to
contribute to Nevada's business commun ity, businesses and organizations everywhere reap rewards.
•

Research by Jennifer Robison
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Architectural Firms
Ranked by Total Registered Architects

.

REG. ARCHITEm
HEADQUARTERS
ARCHITECTIJRAL fi RM
PHONE
ADDRESS
'97 NV BIWNGS
SERVICES
YR. EST. IN NEVADA SENIOR NV ExEcunvE(s)
Tate & Snyder Architects
456-3000
Architecture, Code Compliance, Canst. Mgmt., Design/ Build , Esti15
Henderson
William E. Snyder, AlA
709 Valle Verde Ct., Henderson 89014
DND
mating, Site Analysis, Int. Arch ., Master planning, Specs
1960
Bergman, Walls & Youngblood Ltd.
940-0000
Architecture,
Engineering,
Canst.
Admin.,
Theming,
Model
Bldg.,
9
Las Vegas
Joel D. Bergman, AlA
2965 S. Jones Blvd. , Ste. C, LV 89102
DND
Project Programming, Master Planning, Signage Consulting
1993
2 JMA Architecture Studios
731 -2033
Master Planning, Architecture, Int. Design, Space Planning, Corp.
9
Las Vegas
Thomas J. Schoeman, AlA
4292 S. Maryland Pkwy., LV 89119
Furniture Sales
$7,800,000
1945
Kittrell Garlock & Associates, Architects
367-6900
9
Master Planning, Programming, Schematic Design, Design Dev.,
Las Vegas
Ed Kittrell, Jr., AlA
4170 S. Decatur Blvd ., Ste. B-5, LV 89103
Cost Analysis, Int. Design, Canst. Mgmt.
DND
1975
Lucchesi, Galati Architects, Inc.
263-8111
9
Architecture, Int. Design, Planning, Facility Assessment Studies,
Las Vegas
Raymond J. Lucchesi, AlA
500 Pilot, Ste. A, LV 89030
DND
Operational Planning, Graphic Design/Writing
1986
Paul Steelman Ltd .
873 -0221
9
Architecture, Int. Design, Lighting Design, Graphic Design , PurLas Vegas
Paul Steelman
3330 W. Desert Inn Rd ., LV 89102
515,220,028 chasing
1987
7 Domingo Cambeiro Corp.-Architects
732-0084
Architecture, Engineering, Planning, Int. Design, Feasibility Studies,
6
Las Vegas
Domingo Cambeiro, AlA
3555 Pecos-Mcleod, LV 89121
Master Planning, Canst. Mgmt., Design Consultation
DND
1970
7 Perlman Architects, Inc.
Architecture, Planning, Interior Design
261-0511
6
Las Vegas
Howard Perlman
2450 Chandler Ave., Ste. 21 , LV 89120
$2 ,100,000
1991
7 Sheehan Van Woert Architects
328-1010
Programming, Master Planning, Arch./Landscape Design, Interior
6
Reno
Jack B. Sheehan, AlA
300 S. Wells Ave., Ste. 1, Reno 89502
Design, Design Build, Energy Conservation, Cost Estimating
$2,000,000
1975
7 Welles-Pugslek Architects
435-1150
Architecture, Planning, Design
6
Las Vegas
David Welles/ David Pugsley
2480 E. Tamp ins Ave., Ste. 222 , LV 89121
DND
1988
11 HCA Architects
Architectural, Programming, Planning
731-0363
5
Las Vegas
Harry Campbell
1850 E. Flamingo Rd., Ste. 109, LV 89119
DND
1979
11 Klai::Juba Architects, Ltd.
221-2254
Design, Planning, Management
5
Las Vegas
John Klai/ Dan Juba
4444 W. Russell Rd., Ste. J, LV 89118
DND
1995
11 Sweeney-Rose Architects
829-2204
5
Architecture, Interior Design, Planning, Forensic Analysis, Value EnReno
Tim Sweeney, AlA
3614 Lakeside Dr. , Reno 89509
gineering
$1 ,041 ,728
1962
14 Ganthner Melby Lee, Architects & Planners
829-8814
4
Needs Assessment, Programming, Space Planning. Concept. Design,
Reno
John D. Ganthner, Terrence
5190 Neil Rd., Ste. 231 , Reno 89502
$1 ,600,000
Canst. Doc. Prep, Canst. Admin. , Cost Estimating, Visual Imaging
1983
J. Melby, Frederic Y. Lee
14 Holmes Sabatini Associates Architects, PC
436-1006
4
Architecture, Master Planning, Architectural Interiors, Architectural
Henderson
Jess Holmes, FAIA
3 Sunset Way, Henderson 89014
Programming
$1,500,000
1988
14 RAFI
435-6401
4
Planning, Architecture, Urban Design, Interior Design , Space PlanDND
Robert Fielden
2480 E. Tompkins Ave., Ste. 103, LV 89121
DND
ning, Redevelopment Studies, Programming, Landscape Design
1985
14 Swisher & Hall, AlA, Ltd. Architecture & Planning 363-2222
Master Planning, Architecture, Int. Arch., Theming/Merchandising
4
Las Vegas
Ron Hall
2801 N. Tenaya Way, Ste. C, LV 89128
DND
Design, Project Mgmt., Office, Recreation/Golf, Schools
1985
14 w orth l>roup Architects
852 -3977
4
Architectural Design, Code Analysis, Construction Docs, Com~uter
Reno
Doug Worth
9400 Gateway Drive, Ste. B, Reno 89511
$2 ,086,113
and Hand Renderings, Feasibility Studies, Project Budget Ana ysis
1990
19 Cathexes
329-3341
3
Architecture, Interior Design, Landscape Architecture, Site FeasibiliReno
Donald J. Clark
1000 Plumas St. , Reno 89509
$1 ,000,000
ty, Planning
1985
19 Lundahl & Associates, Architects
348-7777
Architecture, Land Planning, Interior Design
3
Reno
Jeff Lundahl
1755 E. Plumb Ln ., Ste. 218, Reno 89502
$1,500,000
1976
19 PSWC Architects
259-0011
Architecture, Planning, Interior Design
3
Las Vegas
Timothy Wissenback
3858 Meadows Ln., Ste. 100, LV 89107
DND
1996
19 Sherman Architecture
365-9838
Architecture, Planning, Interior Design
3
Las Vegas
Robert Sherman
2975 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. J, LV 89102
DND
1990
23 Barada-Feutsch Architects
329-7624
2
Architecture, Facility Management, Master Planning, Planning
Reno
John Barada
534 Lander St. , Reno 89509
$600,000
1984
23 Carpenter Sellers Associates
251-8896
Architecture, Design, Planning
2
Las Vegas
Steven Carpenter
1919 S. Jones Blvd ., Ste. C, LV 89102
DND
1986
23 HSA Architects, Inc.
383-0077
Architectural
2
Las Vegas
Thomas M. Silva
1525 W. Oakey Blvd. , LV 89102
DND
1949
23 lnterPark Design Inc.
Parking
Structure
Design
and
Construction
Documents,
Prime
De365-1829
2
Sherman Oaks, CA John D. LaSpaluto
3613 S. Procyon , LV 89103
sign Firm, Consultant to Architectural Offices
DND
1994
23 Richard Luke Architects
Architectural
876-2520
2
Las Vegas
Richard Luke
2605 S. Decatur Blvd., Ste. 218, LV 89102
$1,600,000
1986
Architecture
23 Steven T. Sederquist, Architect
786-5600
2
Reno
Steven Sederquist
539 Riverside Dr., Reno 89503
$600,000
1978
23 Studio West, Inc. Architects
369-1991
2
Architecture, Design, Planning, CAD Production , Models/ PresentaLas Vegas
Rachel O'Neill
3261 S. Highland Dr., Ste. 604, LV 89109
tion
DND
1994
30 AD&D (Architecture Design & Development)
382-0427
Architecture, Planning/ Site Master Planning, Renderings
1
Las Vegas
Tom O'Neill
2160 W. Charleston Blvd ., Ste. J, LV 89102
DND
1985
30 ALBA
647-2528
1
Architecture, Planning, Interior Space Planning, Construction ManLas Vegas
Alan L. Blum
5348 Vegas Dr. , LV 89108
$520,000
agement
1975
30 Architect Wade Kolody, Ltd.
736-0767
1
Architecture, Planning, Themed Hosfitality, Retail Design, Interior
Las Vegas
Wade A. Kolody
5725 S. Valley View, Ste. 4, LV 89118
Design, Lighting/ Piumbing/ Eiectrica Design
DND
1990
30 Architect Ysidro R. Barron, AlA
565-3600
Architectural Design , Master Planning, Construction Document
1
DND
Ysidro R. Barron, AlA
22 W. Pacific Ave., Henderson 89015
Preparation, Construction Administration
DND
1990
30 Dennis E. Rusk, Architect
893-8300
Architecture, ADA Audits, Bank Inspections
1
So. Nevada
Dennis E. Rusk
1555 E. Flamingo Rd. , LV 89119
DND
1980
Architecture, Engineering, Interior Design, Site Planning
30 Gary Guy Wilson Architects, AlA, PC
876-0668
1
Las Vegas
Gary Guy Wilson, AlA
2970 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 100, LV 89102
$950,000
1969
Architects
30 JDL Architecture
365-1510
1
Las Vegas
John D. LaSpaluto
3613 S. Procyon, LV 89103
DND
1990
30 J.P. Copoulos. Architect
885-7907
Architecture, Interiors, Design/Build
1
Carson City
John P. Copoulos
P.O. Box 2517
5228,000
1989
30 Ken Horak , Architect
Architectural
658-3350
1
Las Vegas
Ken Horak
6996 N. Rainbow Blvd., LV 89131
DND
1977
30 MCG Artchitects, Inc.
733-8662
1
Planning, Architecture, Interiors, Multimedia
Pasadena, CA Marl< Mikelson
4045 S. Spencer St., Ste. 306, LV 89119
$4,000,000
1995
30 PMA & Associates Architects
369-7322
1
Custom Residential, Commercial/Office, Health Care Facilities
Las Vegas
Patrick Matthews
2235 E. Flamingo Rd., Ste. A-6, LV 89119
$51 ,000
1996
30 Sandberg Group Architects
Architectural
873-1718
1
Marl< Sandberg
DND
6175 Spring Mountain Rd., Ste. 1B, LV 89102
$400,000
1992
30 Thalden Entertainment Architects
384-4884
Architecture, Master Planning, Theme Design , Interior Design , Spe1
Las Vegas
Barry Thalden
4330 Valley View, Ste. 136, LV 89103
cializing in Hotels/ Casinos
DND
1982
30 Westar Architectural Group/NV, Inc.
878-0000
Architecture, Planning, Project Management
1
Las Vegas
Patrick Klenk, AlA
3900 Meadows Ln ., Ste. 220, LV 89107
DND
1997
DND = Did not disclose
BDDK~LISTS 1
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Airlines
Ranked by Total Nevada Employees
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AIRUNES
ADDRESS

z

<

""

2

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
N/ A
N/A

N/A

N/A

RESE RVATIONS

E•MAIL I WEBSIT"

America West Airlines
51 W. Third St. , Tempe A2 85281
United Airlines
PO Box 66100, Chicago IL 60666
Southwest Airlines
2565 Chandler Ave., Ste. 32, LV 89120
Scenic Airlines
2705 Airport Dr., NLV 89020
Delta Airlines
Dept 978, PO Box 20706
Atlanta GA 30320
Eagle Canyon Airlines
275 E. Tropicana Ave., Ste. 220, LV 89109
US Airways
2345 Crystal Dr. , Arlington VA 22227
Las Vegas Airlines, Inc.
PO Box 15105, LV
SkyWest Airlines
444 South River Rd., St. George UT 84790
Continental Airlines
PO Box 11256, LV 89111
Alpine Air
3450 W. Mike Jense Pkwy., Provo UT 84601
Midwest Express Airlines
6744 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek WI 53154
American Trans Air (ATA)
7337 W. Washington St.,
Indianapolis IN 46231
Lufthansa German Airlines
703 Market St. , Suite 470
San Francisco CA 94103
Condor German Airlines
104 S. Walnut St. , Itasca IL 60143

NV EMPLOYEES
1997 NV
ENPLANEMENTS

800-242-0164
americawest. com
800·241·6522
ual.com
800-435-9792
southwest. com
702·638·3291
scenic.com
800-221-1212
delta-air.com

595
2,928,108
592
1,812 ,188
550
DND
240
158,809
171
DND

702-736-3333
eagleair@lvdi .net
800-428-4322
usairways.com
702-647-3056
lvairlines@aol.com
800-453-9417
skywest.com
800·525-0280
flycontinental.com
801-575-2839
800-452 -2022
midwestexpress.com
800·435·9282
ata.com

82
101 ,364
55
259, 634
29
20,119
22
160,298
5
DND
3
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND

800-982-7681
lufthansa-usa.com

N/ A
DND

800·524-6975

DND
DND

NEVADA CmEs SERVED

~

~._~o

OTHER

• •
•
•
•

•
• •
•
• •
•

Elko

Ely

•

HEADQUARTERS

YR. Esr. IN NV

PRIMARY NAnONAL Huss

SENIOR NV ExEcunvE(s)

Tempe, A2
1983
Elk Grove, IL
1927
Dallas, 1X
1982
Las Vegas
1967
Atlanta, GA
1926

Phoenix, Las Vegas, Columbus

Curt Reimer

Chicago (O'Hare), Denver, San Fran·
cisco, Washington/Dulles
DND

Victor L. Cornejo
Stewart Johnson
Roz Santangelo

Las Vegas, Grand Canyon, Scottsdale,
Monument Valley, Bryce Canyon
Atlanta, Cincinnati, Dallas,
Sa~ Lake City

David Young

Las Vegas
1975
Arlington, VA
1988
Las Vegas
1973
St. George, UT
1972
Houston, TX
1965
S~ Lake City, UT
1995
Oak Creek, WI
1993
Indianapolis, IN
DND
New York, NY
DND

•

Frankfurt, Germany
1995

Mike Barfield
Reno Edwards

N/ A

Grant G. Murray

Pittsburgh, Charlotte, Philadelphia,
Baltimore
N/ A

Kathy Keily
Sob Talbot
Donald J. Donohue

Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, San Fran·

DND

cisco
Houston , Newark, Cleveland

Joe Barker

Salt Lake City

Dean Sheffeld

Milwaukee, Omaha

Sean Brown

Indianapolis, Chicago, Milwaukee

DND

San Francisco, LA, Chicago, Houston,
Dallas, Atlanta, NY, Wash . D.C.,
Miami , Boston, Newark
las Vegas, Denver, Tampa,
Ft. Lauderdale

Stefan Kalscheuer

DND

DND = Did not disclose
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Chambers of Commerce
Ranked by Membe!1ship
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~
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ADDRESS

PHONE

No.

oF

MEMBERS

A NNUAL

1997

DUES

BUDGET

FULL-TIME
EMPLOYEES

BOARD
MEMBERS

YEAR
ESTABLISHED

SENIOR

NV EXECUTIVE

Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce
3720 Howard Hughes Pkwy. , Las Vegas 89109

641-5822

5,233

$290 - $25,000

$5,400,000

53

32

1911

Donald L. (Pat) Shalmy

2

Greater Reno-Sparks Chamber of Commerce
408 Marsh Ave., Reno 89505

686-3034

1,800+

$250 minimum

$1,000,000

16

23

1901

Harry York

3

Carson City Area Chamber of Commerce
1900 S. Carson St., Carson City 89701

882-1565

1,050

$195 base

$225,000

5

16

1945

Larry M. Osborne

4

Henderson Nevada Chamber of Commerce
590 S. Boulder Highway, Henderson 89015

565 -8951

750

DND

DND

4

14

1943

Alice J. Martz

5

Sparks Community Chamber of Commerce
831 Victorian Ave., Sparks 89431

358-1976

650

Varies

$175,000

3

16

1977

Don Johnston

6

Latin Chamber of Commerce
829 S. 6th St., Suite 3, Las Vegas 89125

385-7367

625

$200

$250,000

4

26

1978

Rose Dominguez

7

Tahoe-Douglas Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 7139, Lake Tahoe 89449

588-4591

600

$85- $1,750

$430,000

7

21

1961

Kathleen Farrell

8

Elko Chamber of Commerce
1601 Idaho St. , Elko 89801

738-7135

550

$190 base

5300,000

3

20

1907

Duane Jones

9

Carson Valley Chamber of Commerce
and Visitors Authority
1512 Highway 395 , Ste. 1, Gardnerville 89410

512

$100+

$318,000

3

16

1945

Dave Bolick

$150+

DND

3

9

1920

James Jeffers

$520

$200,000

2

15

1957

Richard L. Conner

782-8144

10

Incline Village/Crystal Bay Chamber of Commerce
969 Tahoe Blvd ., Incline Village 89451

831-4440

500

11

North Las vegas Chamber of Commerce
2290 McDaniel St. , North Las Vegas 89030

642-9595

4!:>0

12

Pahrump Valley Chamber of Commerce
1021 S. Frontage Rd., Pahrump 89041

727-5800

387

$100

$216,000

2

9

1975

Patricia Cox

13

Laughlin Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 77777, Laughlin 89028

298-2214

320

$150- $1 ,100

$200,000

3

16

1984

JoEIIe Hurns

14

Winnemucca Chamber of Commerce
30 W. Winnemucca Blvd. , Winnemucca 89445

623-2225

200

DND

$50,000

10

1920

Ashley Hickey

15

Mesquite Area Chamber of Commerce
850 W. Mesquite Blvd., Mesquite 89027

346-2902

180

$75-$1,100

$90,000

21

1974

Mark Wier

16

Greater Fallon Area Chamber of Commerce
65 S. Maine St. , Suite B, Fallon 89406

423-2544

155

$360- $7,500

$100,000

20

1950

Bill Slentz

17

White Pine Chamber of Commerce
636 Aultman St. , Ely 89301

289-8877

136

DND

DND

23

1921

Lorraine Clark

18

Mason Valley Chamber of Commerce
227 S. Main St., Yerington 89447

463-2245

135

$95- $500

$80,000

9

1955

Julie Day

19

Virginia City Chamber of Commerce
131 S. C St., Virginia City 89440

847-0311

110

$110

DND

2

12

1946

Julia Lee

20

Tonopah Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 869, Tonopah 89049

482 -3859

75

DND

$130,000

0

10

1947

Kathleen Hill

21

Pershing County Chamber of Commerce
25 W. Marzen Ln., Lovelock 89419

273-7213

73

Varies

$11,000

8

1952

Phyllis Kreller

22

Eureka Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 14, Eureka 89316

237-5484

60

$60

DND

3

1987

DND

23

Moapa Valley Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 361, Overton 89040

397-2160

56

$50

$2 ,000

0

7

1930s

24

Pioche Chamber of Commerce
P.O . Box 127, Pioche 89043

962-5544

45

$5

$3 ,000

0

4

1965

Sharron Keller

25

Wells Chamber of Commerce
1655 Lake Ave., Wells 89835

752-3540

24

$100

DND

4

DND

Cal Stark

26

Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce
P.O . Box 212, Austin 89310

964-2200

21

$10.09- $35

$14,000

0

9

1968

Patsy Waits

N/A

Armagosa Chamber of Commerce
HCR 69 Box 401-W, Amargosa 89020

372-5459

DND

DND

DND

DND

DND

DND

DND

$~20-

2

John Z. Robison

DND= Did not disclose
~
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Master-Planned Communities
Ranked by Total Number of Units at Site
M ASTE R- PLANNED CoMMUNITY
A DDRESS
E·MAil

PRICE RANGE (000)

PHONE

Summerlin

791-4270

1645 Village Center Circle, Ste. 200, LV 89134

PRIMARY 0EVELOPER(S)

TOTAL UNITS

L OCATION OF COMMUNITY

% COMPLm

The Howard Hughes Corp.
Las Vegas/Clark Co.

Green Valley

458-8855

901 N. Green Valley Pkwy. , Ste. 200,

American Nevada Corporation
Henderson

15%

Anthem

363-2111

Del Webb Corporation
Henderson

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

90%

363-2111

Sun City Anthem
9555 Del Webb Blvd., Las Vegas 8913 4

Del Webb Corporation
Henderson

•

•

•

Sun City Summerlin

363-2111

9555 Del Webb Blvd., Las Vegas 89134

•

N/ A

N/ A

Del Webb Corporation

7,282

Las Vegas

94%

Green Valley Ranch

458-8855

901 N. Green Valley Pkwy., Ste. 200, Hdn 89014

Ame rican Nevada Corporation

4,800

Henderson

45 %

7

Seven Hills

458-8855

901 N. Green Valley Pkwy., Ste. 200, Hdn 89014

Silver Canyon Partnership

3,600

Hende~on

20%

8

Desert Shores

254-1020

2500 Regatta Drive, Las Vegas 89128

RA Homes

3,068

Las Vegas

95 %

Wingfield Springs

626-6500

7755 Spanish Springs Rd. , Sparks 89436

Loeb Enterprises

2,500

Sparks

40%

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ventana Canyon

222- 1410

7448 W. Sahara Ave., Las Vegas 89117

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Developers of Nevada LLC

1,796

Henderson

20%

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

363-2111

Anthem Country Club
9555 Del Webb Blvd., Las Vegas 89134

Del Webb Corporati?n
Henderson

N/A

Southfo rk

222 -1410

7448 W. Sahara Ave., Las Vegas 89117

The Develop e~ of Nevada LLC

1,425

Henderson

26%

Sun City MacDonald Ranch

363-2111

9555 Del Webb Blvd. , Las Vegas 891 34

Del Webb Corporation

1,187

Henderson

48%

Southwest Point Assoc. LLC

1,090

Reno

DND

delwebb.com
14

ArrowCreek

850-4444

10391 Tewa Ct. , Reno 89511

•

Rob Nichols/ Sam Jaksick

16475 Bordeaux Drive, Reno 89511

Reno

$100-$300

•

$120-$2,100

Lake Las Vegas Resort

565-7400

1605 Lake Las Vegas Pkwy., Hdn 89014

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Transcontinental Properties, Inc.

402

Henderson

70%

850-4200

Double Diamond Ranch

800 S. Meadows Pkwy., Ste. 100, Reno 89511

Double Diamond Homes

300

South Reno

15%

•

•

933-1111

851 S. Rampart, Las Vegas 89128

'9 St James's Village

849-9070

.!100 Joy Lake Rd .. Reno 89511

Peccole Nevada

225

Las Vegas

50%

St. James's Village, Inc.

136

Reno

25%

Sljamesvillage.com

20 Job's Peak Ranch
2241 Park Pl., Ste D. , Minden 89423

1jpranch.com I
DND

782-5100

Five Creek LLC

122

Carson Valley-Minden

34%

jpranch@nanosecond .com

=Did not disclose

~
BODK ~LISTS
OF .
~

Hdn

=Henderson

1996

1996

N/ A

S100-5249

•

•

•

1996

$104-5176

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1996

$90+

•

1998

$175-$1,000+

•

•

1996

$280-$2 ,000

•

•

1993

$131 -$247

doublediamondhomes.com
18 Q ueensridge

1988

$150-$500+

•

•

lake lasvegas.com
17

1996

$96- $186

montreuxgolf.com
16

1994

550-650
3-5 %

1989

•

arrow creek. com
15 Montreux

•

$120-$1 ,000

•

devofnev.com
13

N/A

N/ A

1,500'

delwebb.com
12

•

$70-$1 ,500

•

devofnev.com
11

•

$1 28-$298

wingfieldsprings.com
10

1978

DND

•

dsca2500@aol.com
9

1991

DND

•

8,900'

delwebb.com
6

•

12,000'

delwebb.com
5

•

$80-$5,000

delwebb.com
4

•

25,000

Henderson 89014

9555 Del Webb Blvd., Las Vegas 89134

$79-$1,000+

60,000

summerlin .com
2

YEAR FIRST HOME
CLOSED

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1996

•

•

•

•

•

$225-$5,000
1996
$99-$519

•

•

•

1995

$175- $450

•

•

1997

• Pro;ected homesites. Sales begin July 1998

Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge. the information is accurate as of press time.
While ~ery effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, erroo and omissions do occur. Send corrections Of additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Usts, Research Dept , 2127 Paradise Rd .. LV, NV 89104.
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Bank of America breaks ground
on North Las Vegas branch
Bank of America recently broke ground
on a full-service branch being built at the
southeast comer of Craig Road and Clayton Street in North Las Vegas. The 4,200square-foot branch will be located on approximately 1.2 acres of land. Six teller
stations, a merchant teller station, four new
account/sales stations, and 800 safe deposit
boxes will be included in the facility. Bank
of America is the state's largest bank, with
86 branches and over 750 ATMs.

Station Casinos announce
$45 million Sunset expansion
A $45 million master plan expansion is
underway at Sunset Station Hotel & Casino in the Henderson/Green Valley section
of the Las Vegas Valley. Included in the expansion project is the addition of 11 movie
screens, a 2 ,000-space covered parking
garage, 20,000 square feet of additional
casino space, an ice skating complex, a
dual rink "Wayne Gretzky Roller Hockey
Center," restaurant and food court area and
improved conference facilities.

Paragon Asset Management
achieves $70 million in assets
Henderson-based Paragon Asset Management Company announced it has
achieved $70 million in assets. The company is a fee-based registered investment
advisory company offering portfolio management and cash management services to
individual and corporate clients.

Desert Inn awarded AAA four diamond rating
The Desert Inn Resort & Casino was awarded the 1998 Four Diamond rating by the
American Automobile Association (AAA) for the resort's lodging facilities , as well as its
signature resta~ant, Monte Carlo. The resort is one of four hotels in Las Vegas to receive
the distinction, and Monte Carlo is the only restaurant in the state to achieve the coveted
rating. The resort property recently underwent a $200 million expansion and renovation.
Above (from left): Arnauld Briand, executive chef at The Desert Inn; John Koster, president and COO at The Desert Inn; David Orfin, maitre'd of Monte Carlo ; Richard Purvis,
district manager of the Nevada division of AAA ; Johnny So, vice president of hotel operations at The Desert Inn ; and Francois Meulien, chef de cuisine of Monte Carlo.

sns rate reduction in effect

University Medical Center (UMC) was
awarded a commendation in a recent sur-

The State Industrial Insurance System
(SITS) recently implemented a 22 percent
average rate reduction for workers' compensation insurance, which will mean a
$115 million savings for Nevada employers. The rate reduction, which was approved by the Nevada Insurance Commissioner and went into effect April 1, is the

vey performed by the Joint Commission

lru:gest in STIS's 84-ycru: history.

UMC receives commendation

on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO). An independent, not-forprofit organization, the JCAHO elevates
and accredits nearly 18,000 healthcare organizations and programs in the United
States. UMC's accreditation, which applies
to all services offered by the hospital, is
effective for three years.
66 Nevada Business journal •
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K·News to be acquired by
Phoenix-based media company
Long-time Las Vegas news/talk K-News
radio (~ 970 AM) has agreed to be
acquired by CRC Broadcasting Company,
a Phoenix-based company which owns
and operates a news/talk station in the

Phoenix market. The $1.5 million transaction was filed with the FCC and is expected to close this surruner.

Nevada's unemployment rate
holds steady
Nevada's seasonally-adjusted unemployment rate held steady at 4.6 percent during
March, reflecting no change over the
month. The state's unemployment rate is
one-tenth of a percentage point lower than

the national rate, and 1.4 percentage point
lower than California's.

Las Vegas cost of living down
Decreases in almost every spending category pushed the Las Vegas area cost of living down in March for the first time thi
year, according to First Security Bank'

NE VADA BRIEF S

UNLV
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA lAS VEGAS

monthly Las Vegas Cost of Living Report.
The local decrease of 0.4 percent compares to a 0.2 percent drop in the national
cost of living on a non-seasonally adjusted basis reported recently by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

THE CENTER FOR BUSINESS
AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Director, R. Keith Schwer, Ph.D

THE SOUTHERN NEVADA
B USINESS DIRECTORY, 1997
Provides information on firm s located in
Southern evada. Businesses are listed by
Standard Industrial Classification.

THE LAs VEGAS METROPOLITAN HousING MARKET CONDITIO S REPORT
Contains current information on residential finance,
an assessment of the apartment market,
as well as indicators of future growth.

Price: $35

Annual Subscription: $20

plus $5 for shipping and handling

plus $3 for shipping and handling
(HOUSING MARKET DATA AVAILABLE FROM

Creator of "Reagan Doctrine" to
speak at Las Vegas Perspective
Dr. Jack Wheeler, creator of the Reagan
Doctrine, will share the podium with U.S.
Senator Harry Reid
at the annual Las
Vegas Perspecti ve
presentation to be
held on May 28th
at the Cashman
Field Theater in
Las Vegas. Wheeler will address the
jack Wheeler; Ph.D.,
doom of the IRS ,

THE CE TER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC REsEARCH,

4505

MARYlAND PKWY,

U

198) TO PRES ENT)

IYERSITY OF NEVADA,

LAs VEGAS

Box 456002 • LAs VEGAS, NV 89154-6002 • (702} 895-3191 • FAX (702} 895-3606

You Deserve The Very Best!

Northern Nevada's Most
Successful Masterp~ned
· Golf Cammuruty!

pictured here in

why government is
becoming obsolete
referred to as the
and how Southern
"rea/ Indiana jones." Nevada is positioned to survive the technology age. The
Las Vegas Perspective is a demographic
profile of Southern Nevada that has been
published for 18 years. The public is invited to attend the event. For ticket information call 458-0250.
Afghanistan, is often

Air traffic increases at RenoTahoe International Airport
The Renoffahoe International Airport set
another record in March with a 7.4 percent increase in passengers over the same
month the previous year. A total of
695 ,189 people traveled through the airport in March. Year-to-date, total passengers are up 5.3 percent compared to the
same period last year.

Las Vegas Business Bank
declares stock split
Las Vegas Business Bank recently declared a five-for-four stock split for shareholders of record. The bank began public
rrading at $12 per share in September.
After the April split, the bank's stock
lo ed at $22. The bank's assets have
grown 22 percent since December 31,
1997. increasing from $72 million to more
than 88 million at the end of March. •
May 1998 •
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PEOPlE ON THE MOVE

regulation of the construction industry.
Carson was formerly the president of
the Associated General Contractors of
Southern Nevada.

athleen Richards
and Craig Ruark
have joined Terracon's
bu si ness development
department. Richard s
will serve as director of
business development
and Ruark has been

K

KATHLEEN RICHARDS

hired as a business development coordinator
for the Las Vegas office.
Richards is responsible
for the business development and marketing
CRAIG RUARK
management of the
firm 's geotechnical, environmental , construction materials and facilities engineering services while Ruark will provide
marketing support. Richards has 10 years
of business development and marketing
experience in the architecture/engineering
industry. Most recently, she was director
of business development for JMA Archi tecture Studios in Las Vegas. Ruark has
more than 20 years ' experience in the
sales and marketing of professional services in the public and private sectors. He
was f01merly the director of marketing for
Converse Consultants.
Paul Brandt, M.D., president of Desert
Raillologists and Nevada Radiation Oncology Centers has been selected as the recipient of the 1998 Nevada State Medical
Association ' s Di stinguished Physici an
Award. The award recogruzes the contributions of physicians to the advancement
of the art and science of medicine.
Governor Bob Miller recently appointed
Doug Carson, owner/president of Carson
Construction, to the Nevada State Contractors' Board. The purpose of the
board is to protect the public's health,
safety and welfare through licensing and
68 NeV<Jda Business Journal •
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John Wilhelm, general secretary-treasurer of the Hotel Employees & Restaurant
Union , recently became the 18th Las
Vegan to receive the prestigious Humailltarian Award presented annually by the
Denver-based National Jewish Medical
and Research Center. Wilhelm was selected because of his 30 years of service to
the thousands of employees who serve in
the hospitality industry.
GES Exposition Services has named
Barbara Land as vice president of event
marketing technology sales. She will be
responsible for promoting and selJjng the
company 's new technological products
and services, which are designed to assist
the marketing efforts of clients and
exhibitors. Lane, a 20-year industry veteran, was most recently director of business
development for Excel Decorators in
Springfield, IlJ.
Dr. Richard Brand was named vice president for acaderruc and student affairs at
Truckee Meadows Community College
(TMCC). Prior to joining the college in
1986 as a criminal justice instructor,
Brand spent 14 years in Jaw enforcement
with city and federal agencies. During his
tenure at TMCC, Brand has served as the
chair of the public service department, director of the public service division, acting executive dean of academic affairs and
acting vice president for academic affairs.
Commercial Bank of
Nevada recently hired
David B. Downs as an
assistant vice president/
Joan officer. Do w n s
brings to his new position more than 30 years '
DAVID B. DOWNS
experience in the banking industry. Previously, Downs served as
a commercial lending officer at First

Security Bank as well as with Pioneer
Citizens Bank. Prior to these positions, he
spent 24 years at First Interstate Bank
where he worked in various departments
including bank operations, branch management and sales/lending.
The Howard Hughes
Corporation has announced the appointment
of Pamela Smith to the
position of marketing
manager for the Summerlin Divi sion. Smith
PAMELA SMITH
oversees the management of advertising, public relations and
marketing for the master-planned community of Summerlin. Prior to joining The
Howard Hughes Corp. , Smith was the
western region product manager for
Sprint, where she was responsible for consumer products in nine western states.
John Cooper has been
promoted to vice president/commerci a l loan
officer at the Las Vegas
Business Bank. Cooper
joined the bank seven
months ago after spendJoHN CooPER
ing a decade with Bank
of America as a Joan and business development officer. Prior to his tenure with
Bank of America, Cooper spent eight
years as a branch manager with orwest
Financial.
Bob Hirsch , former head of the State of
evada Motion Picture Division, has been
retained to direct the Las Vegas Film and
TV Office, a new division of Baskow Talent and Location Services. Hirsch was
with the Motion Picture Division for 16
years, since its inception.
Erik Thorne has joined the Greater i..as
Vegas Association of Realtors (GLVAR)
in

th P. n P.w l'J rrP.>ltP.rl

t;>""-i.J.i.nn. o{

housing compliance administrator. Thorne
has been licensed for 31 years and has
been a real estate educator with the

JMA ARCHITECTURE STUDIIDS

Professional Institute of Real Estate in
Scottsdale, Ariz. for the past 20 years.
Colleen Dunn has been named assistant
general manager of Showcase, a non-gaming entertainment power center located
next to MGM Grand Hotel on the Suip. She
will be responsible for management and
operational procedures. She will work
with tenant management staffs to resolve
operational, maintenance and security issues. Dunn was formerly the assistant general manager of the Charlottesville Fashion Square mall for the past eight years.

PATTY AGUILAR

]ANIE HOWNGSWORTH

]AMES RIM PO

Pioneer Citizens Bank
recently elevated four
assistant vice presidents.
Patty Aguilar has been
promoted to vice president and bu si ne ss
banking officer. Nancy
Hamer is a new vice
president and assistant
branch operations administrator. Janie Hollingsworth has been promoted to vice president and
branch manager and
. James Rimpo has been
elevated tO vice president
and commercial loan officer. Aguilar has been
with the bank for four
years, Hamer has served
the bank for eight years,
while both Hollingsworth
and Rimpo joined the
bank three years ago.

Jim Rankin and Rich Browning have
joined Roche Constructors, Inc. as project superintendent and project manager
(respectively). Rankin has more than
_3 years' experience in the construction
indu try and formerly served as a project
manager for Ranack Construction, Inc. ,
where he specialized in theater and
retail center construction. Prior to joining
Roche, Browning worked for eight
years in Colorado as a project manager

for a construction firm that specialized
in cleanroom, sports, hotel and manufacturing facilities.
Martin Greenbaum, president of
Creative Dynamics Inc., has been appointed to the business council of the Las
Vegas Chamber of Commerce. He has
served the chamber as a member of the
marketing committee and on the Preview
Las Vegas comrnittee. Greenbaum was
also recently elected as chairman of the
American Heart Association.
Kevin Higgins has been
appointed as the managing director for the
Las Vegas office of CB
Commercial. Higgins
replaces John Records,
former managing officer
for the local office, who
KEVIN HIGGINS
was promoted to executive managing director for the Pacific Northwest region.
Formerly a senior vice president, Higgins
has consistently ranked in the top five
salespeople since joining the firm in 1985.
During his tenure with CB, Higgins has
been involved with 653 transactions valued at more than $268 million .
John Bischoff bas been
named area vice president for Sprint PCS
Southern California/ Nevada. Bi schoff, a former
Reno resident, has been
invol ved in the telecom]OHN BISCHOFF
munications and cable
television industries for more than two
decades. Prior to joining Sprint PCS, be
was with AT&T Wireless, where he helped
launch the company 's digital PCS service
throughout the major markets of a l 0-state
western region .
Michael Mayes, a 20-year employee of
Dunn Reber Glenn Marz Advertising &
Public Relations, has been named president and chief operating officer of the
company. He succeeds fmmer co-owner

i

..

..

IIi

GOVERNMENT STUDIO
4292 SOUTH MARYLAND PARKWAY
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89119

702.731-2033
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Some say
they're the
best in
Las Vegas. • •
We let the experts
speak for us.

We still use pencils.
At Kafomy Armstrong we still believe in one on
one personalized service.
The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 made
more than l 000 changes to the lntcrnal Revenue
Code. So with tax season upon us, let us help
you son out your specific accounting needs.
And, oh yes, our pencil use tip # 6: sharpen
to a \)Oint and toss U\) to the ceiling tiles to see
if it sticks. Great fun.
We're serious about business, that's why
we've been in business helping evadan's
since l94l.

KA.FOURY, ARMSTRONG

& Co.

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
RENO •

lAs
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John Marz, who recently left the agency to
become executive vice president of marketing with Circus Circus Enterprises, Inc.
Under Mayes' direction in the last month,
the agency has been retained by the Mandalay Bay Reso11 & Casino and the Monte
Carlo Reso11 & Casino.

American Nevada Corporation has hired
Audrey Levinson as associate general counsel.
Levinson has 14 years of
expetience in real estate
and general business law,
AuDR EY LEVINSON
most recently associated
with the law firms of Bernhard & Leslie,
Chtd .. and Sylar Warren & Conway in Las
Vegas. She had a solo practice in Los Angeles where she specialized in real estate
and general business law and also practiced as tax counsel with the City of New
York, Office of Legal Affairs, Depa11ment
of Finance for five years . Levinson will
assis t American Nevada Corp. in coordinating its diverse residential and commercial real estate activities.
Bruce Barton has been
named vice president of
development for Saxton
Incorporated, an integrated real estate development company involved in residenti al,
BRUCE BARTON
commercial and industrial prope11ies in Southern Nevada. Ba11on
will be responsible for residential and
commercial development. He has been involved with the design, construction , development and brokerage of real property
assets since 1974.
Bank of America recently announced the
appointment of executive vice president
Martin Neilson as head of its newly created Dealer Retail Services unit. The appointment brings the operations of the
bank's dealer lending centers in Las Vegas
and Seattle under a single manager. The
centers provide indirect loans and leases

POWER TOOLS
IN PAPERBACK
Advertis ing in the Business Desk Reference
and the Las Vegas Relocation Gu ide
allows your business to :
• Cut out your competition
• Reach newcomers fi rst

MGC Communications,
a local and long-distance
company headquartered
in Las Vegas, has named
Walter Rusak vice presid en t of engineering .
Ru sa k was formerly
chief technical officer

Put power in your advertising
dollar today and call Chris Jones
at 702-460-5105 .

TOWERY'S
Towery Publishing, Inc.
North America • Canada • Australia
www.towery.com

"Best ·Dinner"
(9

"Best Place for
a Power Lunch"

Lunch &rved 11:00 to 2:00 • Dinner &rved ightly 5:30 to 10:00

.---The

Aristocrat.__,

Qestaurant
850 0. Qancho • 870-1977
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to consumers through auto dealers nationwide. Neilson is a 26-year BankAmerica
veteran with extensive experience in managi ng ill aspects of consumer credit.

Ask about our
LobsterfesU

Michael Landa, CPA
has joined the Las Vegas
office of Arthu r Anderson LLP, as audit manager. Landa's scope of
experience includes international hospitality,
MICHAEL LANDA
cruise lines, retail, manufacturing and distribution engagements,
He has also been an instructor for a Big
Six advanced. retail continuing education
course. Landa was previously a business
assurance manager at Coopers & Lybrand
in Los Angeles.
Brenda Caputo has
been promoted to marketing manager at the
Meadows Mall . She
joined the mall 's management team two years
ago as assistant marketBRENDA CAPUTO
in g manager. Caputo,
who has a diverse background in marketing, wi ll implement the mall 's advertising, promotion and publicity programs.
Geotechnical & Environmental Services, Inc. announced the appoi ntment
of Shirley Adams-Lowe as project manager. A registered geologist and a certified engineerin g geologist, Adams-Lowe
brings over 15 years of experience in environmental and geotechnical engineering
consulting. She wi ll manage geotechnical
subsurface investigations of land development, environmental site assessment and
•
remediatio n projects for GES.

BUSINESS INDICATORS
ANALYSIS

t:::m•••••

usiness conditions in the Silver State

B

remain favorable. Nevertheless, atten-

tion increasingly turns to early signs of
possible weakness in key industries.
Issues of concern focus on hotel-casino
overbuilding in Las Vegas, eroding gaming-market share in Reno, and depressed
mineral prices in rural Nevada. In short,

RETAIL ACTIVITY

Nevada Taxable Sales ($ ooo)
Clark County
Washoe County
U.S. Retail Sales ($ MILLION)

YEARLY
% CHG

PREVIOUS
PERIOD
- ·--f..u.''

4-7

3-8

5-1

- 7.84

4-4
4·6
4-6

3-7

4-8

3-3

5-5

-8-33
-16.36

4-7

5-3

- 13.21

01/ 98

1,881,612

2,443,187

1,830,777

2.78

01/ 98
01/ 98

1,331,019

1,676,144

1,289,037
292,085

3.26

UNEMPLOYMENT

Nevada
Las Vegas MSA
Reno MSA
U.S. (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

YEAR
AGO

LATEST
PERIOD

DATE

01/98
01/98
01/ 98
02/98

_ • .l:~

.

02 / 98

308,417
218,051 '

436.930
216,955

212,655

5-59
2-54

greater uncertainty prevails today more
than at anytime since the early 1990s,
even though economic expansion continues at noteworthy levels.
Increasingly, however, monthly indicators show lower rates of growth, and declines in some cases. To be sure, monthto-month variation does not provide an
adequate basis for establishing overall
trends. But, month ly indicators, over time,
offer the first glimpses of changing trends.
Among the indicators we follow, gross
gaming revenue experienced the most
change, dropping 7.32 percent from year-

.!,,

GROSS GAMING REVENUE

Nevada ($ coo)
Clark County
Washoe County

571,298,026

-8.73
·~.-•r:

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

Las Vegas Area Permits
New Residences
New Commercial
Reno Area Permits
New Residences
New Commercial*

516,713,022

4Q97
4Q97

4,298
296

5.514
297

4.041
322

6.36
-8.07

4Q97

752

919

644

16.77

02 / 98

1,636
619.1

1,543
614.6

1,547

01/98

5-75
7.28

u.s.
Housing Starts (coo)
Total Construction ($ BILLION)

577-1

ago levels for Nevada. Major markets
shared in the decline, down 7.17 percent

HOUSING SALES

for Clark County (Las Vegas) and 8.73 per-

Las Vegas Area ·
Average Sales Price <,J
Average Cost $/Sq. Ft.
Average Mortgage Rate r,J
Washoe County*
U.S. Home Sales (coo)

cent for Washoe County (Reno).
Taxable sales, another closely watched
indicator of overall activity, posted modest
growth rates for January 1998. Collections
increased by 2.78 percent (Nevada), 3.26
percent (Clark County), and 5-59 percent

TRANSPORTATION

(Washoe County). Tax collection rates

Total Passengers (JJ
McCarran Int. Airport, LV
Reno/Tahoe Int. Airport
State Taxable Gasoline Sales ($ coo)

have dropped from the double- digit rates
experienced earlier.
With more modest expansion forecast-

.;,.,; -

-0.26

4Q97

141,263

136,015

141,625

4Q97

76.19

75 .69

2.88

4Q97

77-87
7.60

7-74

7-80

-2.56

02 / 98

893

852

817

9-30

. ._,·,.,;'"

4Q97

7.410,769

7.575,028

7. 523,207

-1-49

4Q97

1,568,277

1,678.928

-6.59

02 / 98

63,182,538

1,874. 595
66,467.711

62,024.334
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ed for 1998, unemployment rates remain
at less than 5 percent. Moreover, inflation
remains in check. The consumer price
index (CPI) increased at 1.44 percent over

POPULATION ESTIMATES

Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

. """"'

..
1,688,600

1,115.940
306,810

5-52
6.83

1.48

the past 12 months. Since it is believed
that the CPI overstates inflation by 1.1 per-

NATIONAL ECONOMY

cent, the movement in the general level

Consumer Price Index (4J
Money Supply -Mt ($BILLION)
Prime Rate
Three-Month U.S. T-Bill
Gross Domestic Prod uct ($BILLION)

of prices is minimal at this time . Thus,
the outlook is for a continuation of good
economic news.
R. KEITH SCHWER,
UN LV Center for Business and
Econom ic Research
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7.792-9

NOTES: (1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA fixed; (3) enplaned/deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers
SOURcES: Nevada Dept. of Taxation; Nevada Employment Security Deptartment.; UNLV, Center for Business and
Economic Reo;ean:h; UNR, Bure-au of Bw;.im:u;o; and Economit:: Rec;e.art:h: uc; nept of Comm€'rt:e: us l=PrlPrAI RPC:PrvP
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
*Figures not available.
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Getting Ahead on the
Corporate Base Paths
by Joe Mullich

orget the boys of summer' What interests me
is the middle-aged,
beer guzzling softball players
of summer. Financial analysts have various yardsticks
for judging a company P&E statement, employee
turnover, the reputation of
the firm 's products and services. That's all very fine, as
far as it goes. But I think
Wall Street is missing the
most important element: the
company softball team.
A softball team is the best
place to judge the character
of a coworker's, or employee's, or boss 's character. Did
your left fielder let a fly ball
drop 0n the sensible grounds
he was holding a Budweiser
in his glove at the time? This
is a person who can make
good snap decisions. GradeA executive material.
What about someone who
-ugh! - slides into second?
Mailroom.
Definitely.
Because players who slide
on purpose, as opposed to
the majority who accidentally trip over a base, are usually young, inexperienced, and
overly reckless. They tend to
yell disruptive things like
"turn two, " "hit the cutoff
man ," and- the worst possible comment to my way of
thinking - "Let's practice
early tomorrow morning."
These are hardly qualities

F
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conducive to team bui!Oing.
The most seasoned players,
and executives, confine
themselves to matters of real
importance, such as "Who
brought the ice chest?"
This is how softball should
be played from a point of
pure athletics. Because the
issue is not "whether you win
or lose," my wife reminds me
before each game. It isn ' t
even "how you-play the
game." The point, my wife
says, is not to "do something
stupid, because I don' t want
you spending the next two
days in a hot bath complaining about your back."
I once played for a company softball team named the
Desperados. We didn ' t win a
single one of our 16 games.
We came close. We almost
scored a victory on a technicality. But the other team
challenged the decision and
won mostly because no one
from our side showed up at
the protest to defend our
team. Hey, they were giving
out free nachos at happy
hour that night.
In a way I'm glad because
forever afterwards we could

talk about our
"perfect record." The fact
that a winless softball team
has a "perfect" record is, I
think, one of the best things
about this gallant sport.
Lack of talent notwithstanding, our players were so
enthusiastic we even published a team newsletter we
handed out before the game.
We called the newsletter The
Desperate Times. It always
included this description of
our upcoming game, "The
Desperados next loss is
scheduled for Sunday against
the Bears," or whomever our
next opponent was.
Granted, those were the
more primitive days of corporate softball. ow the
sport has become big time.
According to the National
Employee Services and
Recreation Association ,
65 percent of U.S. corporations with wellness programs have company sponsored softball teams. It is, by
far, the most common company-supported sport.
The second most popular
sport is bowling, which 51
percent of the companie

offer. You can't quibble
with bowling. After all ,
it's played in a place where
you need only push a button
to summon refreshments.
That's a better deal than
the Yankees have.
It also represents the kind
of pristine values I like corporate sports to maintain.
However, when a bunch of
young executives in New
York got together for some
intercorporate athletics the
sport they played - and this
is for real - a corporate
treadmill marathon.
Granted, performing on a
high tech gadget that lets you
run as far and as long as you
want without getting anywhere at all seems the perfect sport to suit the Manhattan lifestyle. But the winning
treadmill marathon team trotted along for more than two
hours. By the end even the
stalwart fans would have
trouble cheering with anything other than relief.
In fact, I'll bet the treadmill teams didn't even go out
afterwards for pizza. And
softball manager can tell you
that when the pizza is overlooked , that's the first sign a
team is really in u·ouble . •
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Trade in your old copier for a new Canon NP 6085 Series
high-volume copier and save thousands:
...,.... you to a great business deal.

best of oil , your cost per copy will be among the most

If you're in the market for a new high-volume copier, you're in
luck. When you trade up to a Canon NP 6085 Series copier not
only do you save money, you also gain productivity. With a wealth
of advanced features like an 83 copies-per-minute speed that
accelerates to 90 cpm, an enormous 6,100 sheet paper capacity,
and a stapler/ sorter or 100 sheet-per-set finisher, these top
performers take copying efficiency to a whole new level.
So reliable and easy to use, the NP 6085 Series copiers are the
perfect choice for just about any production environ ment. And

competitive in the industry. Or as insiders like the •.. , .
editors at Better Buys for Business put it, "The NP 6085
comes to the market with a first-class set of high -volume
credentials , and offers an aggressive price along with some
of the lowest consu mables costs in its class."
In the high-stakes world of big business, timing is everything.
And there 's no better time than right now to save thousands of
dollars when you trade up to a high-volume, NP 6085 Series
copier from Canon .

Canon

1-800-0K-CANON, www.usa.canon.com
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Now parents can, too.
With a Level III Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, The HealthPlace for Women and Children at
Valley Hospital offers the most advanced technologies and services available for infants.
Here, our healthcare team is able to care for newborns who, without Level III technologies and
expertise, would have trouble fending for themselves. And, you'll also be glad to know that our
Level III Neonatal Unit has something to offer parents as well - it's called total peace of m ind.

The HealthPlace
For Women and Children
also

offers

Same-Room Labor, Delivery & Recovery
A Comprehensive Series of Pre &
Post-Birth Education Classes
Specially-Trained Staff
Hospital Medical Center
A Member of The v..Jiey ,:_ 'Health Sysrem·

62o Shadow Lane, Las vegas
For a tour or for more information call 67 r-8 52 3

